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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS

WEEK

The Davis Theatre
J A Haynes—Groceries
The Burrill National bank
Union Trust Co.
Hancock Co. Savings Bank
Shaw Business college
Marcellus Coggan—Notice of foreclosure.
In bankruptcy—Louis Marcus.
Wm A Baynes—petition for partition.
Van Buren Gordon—Admr notice.
Indian Point:
J R Wallace—Help wanted.
Bar Harbor, Ms.:
Edw B Mears A Co— Real estate agents.
Albion F Shera an.
Camden:
F A Packard—Woolen mills.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS

No. 35.
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In

aDbmunnmte.

Congressman John A. Peters
campaign with an address to
his home townspeople. Raymond Fellows,
of Bangor, will also speak.
Robert P.
King, of Ellsworth, will preside at the
meeting. The Ellsworth baud will play.
cock hall.

will close his

Union Trust Co.

Many Ellsworth republicans plan to attend the republican rally at Bangor Friday evening, when Judge Hughes, candidate
for\. President, will speak. A
special train will return after the meeting. Excursion rates will be allowed.

Ellsworth, Maine

stories
on

high, adjoining

the east.

the

Whiting

Assets

DIRECTORS
William F. Campbell,
Fred A. Chandler,
Henry W. Cushman,
Alfred B. Crabtree,
Lucilius A. Emery,
Edward M. Graham,
Henry H. Gray,

Whiting buildMiss J. A.Thomp-

the
of

Mrs. Harriet C. Davis, after

effect June 26, 1916.

a

short visit

daughters in Massachusetts, arrived home Friday, coming by automoWeek Day a.
bile with her daughter, Mrs. Franklin E.
From West—6.66,11.16 am (except Monday), Gregory, who will
spend some time here.
4.21 (except Sunday), 6.18 p m.
They were accompanied by Mrs. I. C.
From East—12.28 (except Sunday), 5.85, 10.37 Emmons, of Ban
Francisco, who is the
with her

m.

110.87 mail not distributed until fol-

lowing morning.)
MAILS CLOSB

Week
Going

Wbst—11.66,

Going East—6.26

a

AT POSTOFFICB

Daye.
m; 8.45, 5 and 9

a m;

8.46, 5.50 p

pm.

m.

Sunday$.
p

Arrive from the west at 6.66, 11.16
m.
Close for west 8.46,5,9 p m.

a

m,<6.40

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an

hour before mail closes.
CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
WBBK DATS.

Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
6.55, 7.18,11.16 and 11.68 a. m., 4.21 and 6.18 p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 7.87 a
m., 12.28, 4.11,5.86, 10.21 and 10.87 p. m.
SUNDAYS.

Arrive from west at 6.55, 7.18, 9.11 and 11.16
a. in., 6 40 p. m.
Leave for the west at 6.89 a.
m., 4.11, 5.36, 10.21 and 10.37 p. m.

WEATHER
For Week

IN

ELLSWORTH.

Special

—

Superior
Qualityat

H. D. Mood aad Mrs. John Parson,
are visitiog io Bluehill.
Marion and Louise Donnell returned
yesterday from a visit in West Sullivan.
Mrs.

of Bar

Record
l ow Price
a

at

Harbor,

The young people enjoyed a social time
the Baptist parsonage Tuesday evening.

A. H. Dodge,
visiting Mrs. E.

wife

and two children

are

Dodge on West Main
street.
\
x
Harry W. Haynes and family have returned to Ellsworth from their Shady

Price Guaranteed

M.

Nook

cottage.
Clifford Q. Royal, who has driven the
City Market delivery team for the past

Sept 13

(

J. A. HAYNES Vlswosth
I

I

four years, is ill.
iss

home after
atives

Treworgy has returned
spending bervacation with rel-

Bernice
iu

PittsHeld.

Mrs. Eldora Foss and daughter, Miss
Florence McGown, of Augusta, are guests
of Mrs. Frank E. Gray.
C. 1. Staples and wife left Monday for
Portland, where they will make their
home at 35 Pine street.

EDEN FAIR
Best of Horse Racing, Both Fast and Slow
Best Exhibit of Fruits and Vegetables in
the State
Fine Exhibit of CATTLE, SHEEP, SWINE and POULTRY
AX OUTING FOR ALL

Charles E. Hale, of Waverley, Mass., is
spending two weeks with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Hale.
small boats at
the city wharf has been completed, and is
now ready for public use.
Tne

new

landing slip

for

Next Sunday tbe pastor of the Baptist
church will preach iu the morning on
“The Wayside Ministry”; in the evening,
“The Choice of Masters.”
Richard Clark, son of Mr. and
Harold H. Clark, celebrated his sixth

Master
Mrs.

Hancock
Ellsworth

BLUKHILL

Opened'Yesterday

In Spite ol RainGood Horse Racing.
The annual fair of the Hancock county

Eastport

Ellsworth

Bangor
Milbridge

Ellsworth
West Sullivan
Ellsworth
Lamoine

Cherryfield
Ellsworth
Lubec

Sargentville

Ellsworth
Ellsworth

Omar W. Tap Ay, Vice President
Monroe Y. McGown, Asst. Treas.

The patrons of this hank are assured of absolute safety, perfect convenience, and
prompt service in all matters intrusted to us, and the splendid growth which the hank has
to its present proportions indicates the endorsement which |jas been given it by our

nad

customers

and friends.

Wo Invito Your Buolnooo

The First

Requisite

of all investments is Safety.
Why risk your money in schemes that
Start an account now with the Hancock County Savare not secure?
ings Bank where your funds will be secure.
Interest is

Hancock
Organized

paid

*1.00 to *2,000

on

Gounty

Bank

Savings

Elleworth,

1873

Maine

CITY MEETING.

NICOL1N.

visiting

FAIR.

Northeast Harbor
Ellsworth

Frank C. Nash,
John A. Peters,
Bion M. Pike,
Henry W. Sargent,
O. W. Tapley,
John O. Whitney,

Mrs. B. H. Tabbutt, of Massachusetts, is

(From

Extra

Bangor

OFFICERS

tenant commander of the first battalion.
The regiment this year will be larger by
several hundred than in any previous
year, due to the preparedness program of
Congress. There will be 1,300 members,
as compared with about 800 heretofore.

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
Sept. 5, 1016.

observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor & Union Rivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth. Precipitation is
Riven in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.]
Weather
Precipcondition
itation
Temperature
--*-'
'-*-\
4am
12 m
forenoon afternoon
Wed
60—
74—
fair
clear,sh’w’er .05
Thurs 6175fair
fair
60Fri
78fair
fair
66
68—
8at
rain
fair
.20
3un
49—
69—
clear
clear
Mon
44—
64—
fair cloudy, rain
.42
Tuee 57—
61—
rain
fair
.06

A«!d;'*»*:i

John A. Peters, President
Henry H. Higgins, Treasurer

guest of Mrs. Davis for a few days.
A post office inspector here last week had
an interview at the county jail with the
man giving the name of M. Clarke, who
w ir arrested while attempting to force an
entrance to C. L. Morang’s store. The interview was very much one-sided, M.
Clarke being very uncommunicative. The
inspector was trying to trace the |50
worth of stamps found in Mr. Clarke’s

possession.
Midshipmen officers, selected ;upon the
basis of utheir fitness and aptitude to
command”, were announced Saturday for
the regiment at the Annapolis naval academy during the coming academic term.
Second honors go to an Ellsworth boy,
Edmund E. Brady, jr., who will be lieu-

L. Elrie Holmes,
Robert It. Holmes,
j. K. Holmes,
Arno W. King,

Cherryfield

Eugene Hale,
Barney B. Havey,
Henry H. Higgins,
Frank L. Hodgkins,

MAILS BBCHIVBD.

p

125,000
1,750,000

....

block

The building occupies the

private way between
ing and the building

*100,000

Capital
Surplus and Profits

Dr. A. C. Hagerthy is building a brick
business block, 16x34 feet in size, two

son.

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPFICE.

to

^

AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 6, 1916.
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WEDNESDAY

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

here.

Mrs. Frank McGown has gone to Easton, for a visit.
has returned to her
Hazel McGown
school at Charleston.

Besides Auditing of
Rolls of Accounts.
There was little new business at the
city meeting Monday evening. Aid. Wescott presided in the absence of the mayor.
Aid. Moore ^ward 2), Brown and Moore
JLittle Business

(ward 4) were present.
agricultural society opened yesterday at
Rolls of accounts were passed as folFrank Grant, of Boston, has been visBluehill, in spite of the rain of the day
lows:
Mrs. Hiram L. Danico.
before and early morning. The attend- iting his cousin,
$1,295 60
Annette Peaseley, of Rutberford, N.J.,( Roll of accounts, No 7.
ance was small.
STREET COMMISSIONER’S ROLLS.
The Mountain Park track, always quick and A. C. Swan, of Princeton, are visiting
$495 88
to recover after a rain, was m fair condi- Willard Phillips and wife.
Highway.
67 27
tion, and the racing was good, though
Evelyn DeWitt and Percy Fernald were Bidewalk.
49 80
both races on the card went in straight married in Bangor Thursday, Aug. 31. Perm sidewalk.
8 04
Bridge.
heats.
After a short wedding trip, they w ill go
69 16
Sewer.
There were seven starters in the three- to housekeeping at Northern Maine Junc69015
minute race for Hancock county horses. tion, where Mr. Fernald is baggage masGrand total.
75
$1,985
There was a bad spill in the first heat of ter.
Petition for an electric light on Sterling
this race. Just after passing under the
Funeral services of John Tourtelotte,
street was referred to the committee on
wire, Mountain Maid fell, throwing who died suddenly Thursday while at
street lights.
driver and sulky over her head, a com- work on the State road at Mann
were
hill,
Committee to which was referred drain
plete somersault. Fortunately neither held at the chapel Saturday afternoon,
near railroad station
at Ellsworth Faith
driver nor horse was injured.;
Rev. B. H. Johnson, of Ellsworth, officiatreported that drain could he dug out for
The'baseball game between Ellsworth
and
small
widow
two
Besides
a
ing.
about |25, and recommended that the
and Hancock Point teams was won by
children, he leaves four children by a work be done. Referred to street comEllsworth. Score, 9-5.
former marriage—Mrs. George Moore, of
missioner.
Summary of races:
Hartland; Mrs. Robert York, of HampAdjourned.
9.00 Trot or Pace, open to Horeee owned in den; Mrs. Sidney Moore and Clarence
Hancock County. Puree, flOO.
Tourtelotte, of this place. Burial was at
Vassar C., rog, by Com Curtis, Fred
COMING EVENTS.
Juniper cemetery.
Wescott, West Sullivan.
l 1
1

-A

Minone, bn. by Alciayone, George
Homer. Buck sport.f.
Cable H, bg, by Oatole, H W
BluehiM.
Cheerful Ben, eng, by Sterling, A K
Saunders, Bluehill..
Mountain Maid, bm. by S Wilkes, O
N Gray, Bluehill.
Blue Will Again, bg, by Blue Will, jr
T 1 Hinckley, Bluehill.

2

2

8

6 4

2

kerrick,

8

8

4

4

7

7

5

Bluehill.

2.36*,

Methodist soci tv.

Thursday, Oct. 12, nt Ficolin grange
Thursday, Sept. 27 and 28. The club
hall—Annual bazaar and shooting match
promises a good exhibit this year. There !
will be a dance the last night of the fair. of Nicolin grange.

and

5

5

7 6

6

Tamworth, blkg, Dorothy Richards,
Time:

Tuesday, Wednesday. T^u-sday, Oct.
3, 4, 5, at Hancoc; he ll—Annual fair of

North Ellsworth rair.
The anuual tair of the North Ellsworth
Farmers’ Club will be held WcMuostiay

2

84*. 2.83*.
2.19 Trot, 2.21 Pace.
Puree, flSO.
Tony Wilkes, bg, by Johnny Wilkes,
W R Hinckley, Bluehill.
1
Weary Willie, bg, by Sir William,
C J Worthen, St Albans.
2
Lady Booker, bm, by Dobson, H C
Buzzell. Belfast.
Time: 2.24*. 2,24*, 2.27*.

3

FAMILY REUNIONS.

Fire at Aurora.
Mills & Crosby’s
blueberry canning
factory at Aurora was burned Friday.
Only a few cases of canned (goods were
saved. The loss is about |4,600, partly covered

1

by

Sept.

9—Saunders

family

at

stormy, first pleasant day.
Sept. 9 Jellison family
casino, Ellsworth Falls.

West Surry.

If

—

Gerry’s

at

Sept. 9—Butler family at W. W. Jordan’s,
Waltham.

insurance.

FAIR DATES.

l

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Sept.
2

2

8

3

Let

County Road Conference.
A county good roads conference will be
held in the board of trade rooms, Ells-

5, 6

A GOOD RULE.
us

b# cheerful without

and 7

Bluehill fair.

—

Wednesday Sept. 20—Highland

grange

Wednesday

20

fair. North FVnobscot.

re-

gret for the pest, with contentment in the present end with

21—Eden fair.

strong hope for the future.

grange fair at

Thursday, Sept.

and

Sept. 27

Wednesday,

—

and

Narramissic

Orland.

Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 27 and
yesterday at the worth, Tuesday afternoon, Sept. 26, be28—North Ellsworth fair.
at 1.30 o’clock. The call is being
ginning
MrB.
Helen
grandmother,
DUSTIN FAKNUM.
sent out by Roy C. Haines, secretary of
Clark.
the State-Wide Good Roads Movement,
SttoKitMTOmsi
Rev. B. H. Johnson preached at South
At the Davis Saturday, in “The Gentlein Bangor last year.
man from Indiana".
afternoon.
The organized
Hancock last Sunday
Bepresenting some of the lending companies 01 this and foreign countries church organization was perfected and It is hoped that each town in the county Dust'n Farmini will appear at The DavisfSatiu “The Gentleman irom Indiana”, a
strengthened by the election of three will be represented at the Hancock county urday
Money to Loan on Improved, Productive Real Estate. Established 1867.
him presentation of Booth Tarkington’s best-

C. c.

BURRILL

&

SON

birthday
home o(

anniversary

his

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

NOTICE

conference.

deacons.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
NAPHTHA CLEANINS
Wort.

u Kinds of

EVERY FORD OWNER

Laundry

SHOULD 8EE THE

uoodi called for and delivered

Special attention to parrel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

state

Ellsworth. Me

Street,

UU

Carrier
but serviceable attachment for
Ford car, providing extra carrying
Goes on over
28
inches square.
space
hood.
Quickly attached or removed.
driver.
of
view
Does not obstruct

A

simple

any

B. HAGAN, Jr
Land

Price

8ilrveyor.

In

Corruipoadtaca Sulicltud.
ME. P. 0. Bos 7

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Linnehans Auto Livery
Water St.,

Ellsworth

NifM Sank*.

By Day

or

Trip

fELEPHONE 117

Storage Batteries
Repaired
AMY MAKE

A. P.

State board at Camden

Young Baggage

Civil Engineer,

•'

regular meeting of the board of trade
will be held next Monday evening. At this
meeting a delegate to the meeting of the
A

————

Royal, Ellsworth, He.

Complete $5

oidering, state whether car is 1914
model. Manufactured by

or

1915

M. B. YOUNG, ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
Send for Photograph and Particulars.

H. L. STANLEY
Granite and Marble Works
Successor to E. K. Hopkins, at old
stand at

67 Franklin St., Ellsworth
Monuments and Tablets

Sept.

21 and

22,

will

be chosen.
Mrs. John W. Brimmer, who, with little daughter Josephine, has spent part of
the summer here with her uncle, John H.
Brimmer, left Thursday for her home in
Red Lodge, Mont.

are

All interested in

good

roads

invited.

this conference to form a
hoped
permanent county organization, to formulate definite plan for road improvement
in the county, so that all sections of the
county may pull together. Delegates will
also be chosen to go before the State conference to be held in Augusta in October.
It is

at

KLLS WORTH FALLS.

George Ilenry Lord
There will be a democratic rally at HanThursday.
cock hall, Friday evening. Ex-Governor

returned to

Boston

Mr. and Mrs. Frederic W. Hill, who
David I. Walsh, of Massachusetts, and Leo
D. Lamond, of Eastport, will be the speak- spent August at Camp Caroline, Beech
furnish Hill pond, guests of A. E. Foster and wife,
The Ellsworth band will
ers.
have returned to Wellington, Mass.
music,
Mrs. Sarah Newell, Mrs. H. C. Newell
Mrs. Frank E. Smith, of Gardiner, with
her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Arthur Smith and son Donald, who have been visiting
and infant daughter, are guests of her Mrs. Newell’s parents, Henry Lord and
returned to Portland Thursday.
sister, Mrs. G. F. Newman. Mrs. H. W. wife,
The girls’ garden and canning club will
Crowell, of Newton Highlands, Mass., is
hold its local exhibit in the vestry Friday
also the guest of Mrs. Newman.
At the Unitarian church next Sunday, afternoon. Sept. 8, and will give an enterCooked food,
the regular morning service will be omit- tainment in the evening.
ted. the pastor, Rev. J. W. Tickle, preach- candy, cake and ice-cream will be sold.
ing in Bar Harbor. Sunday school at 11:46.
All the same you settle down to Havana
In the evening at, 7:30, Rev. C. F. Dole, of
cigars for a steady diet. Domestic cigars
Jamaica Plain, Mass., will preach.

All kinds of cemetery work guaranteed.
The republicans will hold the closing
E. S. Jackson, an experienced cutter,
of the campaign on Saturday evening
thirty-five years in the business, will rally
in postoffice Bquare, or, if stormy, in Hanremain with me.

may do for some, but you know there is a
strange difference. H. W.
Morang sells
Havana cigars. Ask him about Cedulas.
—Advt.

loved aud most popular work.
After leaving the uuiversity where he has
been one of the greatest football stars in years,
John Harkness (Dustin Farnumj plunges into
the thick of Indiana politics through purchasing the Platville Herald and fearlessly smashing the corrupt political machine of Rodney
McCune.
While this in a few words describes the gist
of the play, it by no means conveys to the
reader the wonderful photoplay that has been
built around Booth Tarkington’s very human
story.|Pen and ink cannot describe the smoothness of action, the transition from scene to
scene as Mr. Faruum lives, not acts, the part
of the character he is portraying.
Te the man or woman who was born iua
small town the “Main street” of Platville
will seem like a picture of the old homestead.
To the city born it will bring a view of what a
And the
country town really looks like.
characters are the everyday
persons one
meets in a town of this kind. The local political “bo»s”f the university professor, who
had fallen from grace by his love for liquor,
reforms when offered a helping hand; the
leader of the “Whitecaps” and his crew of
ruffians; the girl who has been adopted by
her aunt in the city, all are true to life.
For those who like a strong love story of a
real man and a real woman will not be disappointed.
Every human element is offered.
And last, but not least, special music has
been written and adapted for this production;
music that is suited to every foot of the film.
You will enjoy it from beginning to end.
—AcLvt.

A reward of $10 will be

|

to any person

mation

giving

paid

infor-

to the arrest
and conviction of any person,
stealing or damaging Pails
belonging to the S. P. C. A.

leading

Edward B. Mears & Co.
Bar Harbor, Rfcine
Real Estate

Agents

WOODENS

SAVE

MONEY

by buying d-e»s material

and coatings direct from the Camdea
Woolen Mills. Write for samples and state
F. A. PACKARD,
garment planned.
Mgr.
Retail Dept., Box 86, Camden, Me.

The mail-order house is advertising
for your business.
to do about itf

What

are

you

going

2B0misnnmts.

| H. Rice. Mia* Edith

Rice, Him Breed on.
Lamoine; Mr*. A J. Yoon*. Mia* Ann*
j Yoon*. North lemotDe: Mr*. Geont* A.
Dodge. Ettowctth; Mr*. J. A. Chalto,
Mrs. Philip Btimoo, E*M Sorry; Mrs.
Florence Guilford. Peooteoy; Mr. *nd
Mr*. G. N. Boiler. Mrs. R. A Oseood, Mr*.
Belle Hinckley. Mrs. C. E. Holt. Mias
Alice Holt. Mr*. A K. Billing*. M.m Lucy
Mina
Were Billing*. Mr*. E. P. Babaon. Mr*.Mr*.
Other* How
A.
Deoglaa*. Mis* Nellie lX'Ogl***,
Carried
! M. Herrick. Mr*. William Mason. Mr*.
! George Mason, Mr*. Villa Greene. Mr*. F.
of Life.
P. Merrill, Mias Aboy Merrill, A rime
Durand, Wts.—“ I am the mother of Merrill, Mr*. Salena Stover, Mr*. P. A
fourteen children and I owe my life to Parker, Mr*. N. H. Sweet. Mr*. N. H.
—,
I.ydia E. Pmtham's Mayo, Donald Mayo. Mr*. F. E. Mcvegeiaoie i.«n- Gooldrick. Mr. and Mr*. K- W. Mayo.
pocnd. When I was BlnehiU.
45 and had the
Change of Life,

SUNDAY SCHOOL ELDERLY WOMEN
Lesson XL—Third Quarter,
SAFEGUARDED
Sept. 10,
For

1S16.

They
Safely Through
Change

Tefl

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Ts«,

of

the

Memory

Acts xxi, 17-40.
31, 32—Golden Text.

Lessen.

Ve-ses.

they

were

to

lodge

iverses

14-lGi

When the spirit hindered Paul from
going into Asia or Blthynla be yielded
and obeyed (chapter xvi. & 7). Wi.
be obedient now or somewhat seL
willed, or was be simply bold and
fearless in doing what he'believed to
be right, knowing that U waa part
of his calling to suffer for Christ's an 1:and be must not shrink from it? Bub
sequent events and the words in verse
4 “that he should not go up 'to Jeru
salem" would seem to indicate that
this time be was a bit self willed. But
it la one of those things that I am
waiting to have cleared up in tbe kingdom. meanwhile desiring for mysel'
more of his
fearless boldness and
whole hearted devotion to tbe Lord.
a

giaa

welcome

awaited nun at Jeru-

Children Cry for Fletcher’s
I

1.

This seeerelT tailored habit is pot
ap ta linen crash tn cataral tone. The
breeches batten at the tnee irregular-

The Kind Yon HaTe Always Bought, and which has been
in nse for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per.
_/?
sonal supervision since Its infan< r.
/T" ssY/SY-*—?1Allow no one to deceive you in this.
“
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good ” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment,

_—

axil, 15—Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.

Act*

This chapter tells of the completion
of Paul's return journey to Jerusalem
from his third mfcsdofiarv tour and of
tome of the happenings there after b s
return
Oar lesson two weeks ago eras
his farewell t>> tie* elders of the cLnrcb
at Epuesu- v.bo came to Miletus to
meet him.
Sailing by the south of the
tsiuud of Cyprus, they bided at Tyre
and. 5j.di.,g disciples, tarried then
seven day*
We may imagine what
bitvso* 1 fellowship they bad In the
word a d in prayer and that wonder
n the shore when men
fol fsrewei'
w.>meo led children knelt in prayer.
Kn wing the ams-age of the Spirit
through the disci; des that Paul should
not go up to Jerusalem, they could
seerev refrain from feeling some anv
ety afxrat him. but they could only
commit him to God. as they could not
dissuade him from going on (verse* 1-d
Continuing their voyage, we find
them neat at Cae—srea at the borne cf
Philip, the evangelist one of the seven
whose four daughters did prophesy,
and there they tarried many days, and
again we may easily imagine the fei
lowship in the word and in prayer
We cannot think of Paul tarrying any
where without speaking of Christ cru
cified. risen again, ascended, interred
ing and returning to set up His kingdom and always urging the believers
to walk worthy of so>h a God and
Saviour. who had called them to such
a kingdom and glory and male them
joint heir* with Himself. While ct tbe
bome of Philip a prophet from Judea
named Agabus came and testified
strongly by tbe Spirit that at Jerusalem Paul would certainly be bound and
given into tbe hands of the gentiles.
Therefore be was once more urged by
tbe believers not to go. but his reply
was that be was reedy to be bound
and to die also for tbe name of tbe
Lord Jesn* (verses 7-13).
At tbe time of bis conversion tbe
Lord told Ananias that Paul would
be called upon to suffer great things
and on this journey to Jerusalem Pan!
was impressed that something unusual
awaited him. Yet nothing moved him.
and be counted not bis life dear unto
himself if only be might glorify God
'Chapters lx. 15. id; xx. 22-25; Phil i
201. When be would not be persuaded
even by tbe brethren at Caesarea to
give up going to Jerusalem at this
time they ceased pleading with him
saying. “The will of the Lord be done.'
and so tbe company went on their
way to Jerusalem, accompanied by
some disciples from Caesarea and an
old disciple from Cyprus with whom

I

|

^rangtrs
^mong
friend recommended it and it
This cols Bn is dcvoted to the Grtsr*. «•
gave me such relief
of Hancock countv.
from my bad feel- peciaiiy to the frances
Thecolamn is open to all granger* for tbe
ings that I took discussion of topics
of general interest, and
I
several bottles.
for reports of grange meeting*. Make letters
well
and
am now
short and concise. All ecmBuaientioas Bast
*■
healthy ana recom- be signed, but names srQ] not be printed exmend your Compound to other ladies.'’ cept by permission of the • filer. All com—Mrs. Mary Rikgway. Durand. Wia. munications will be subject to approval by
tftr

a

What is CA3T0RIA
a V.rr tless snbstitnte for Castor Oil, PnreIt is pleasant.
’-hig Syrups.
...
i,
ft
contains nc.’hcr Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
Its age is Its guarantee. It destroys Worms
substance.
For more than thirty years it
richness.
and allays l’i
has been in constant use for the relief of

Ca»toria is

-.

A Massachusetts Woman YV rites
Black stone. Mass.
"My troubles
were from my age. and I felt awfully
sick for three years. I had hot dashes
often and frequently suffered from
pains. I took Lydia E. Pickham’s
Vegetable Compound and now am well.
—Mrs. Pierre Coubnoyer, Box 239,

tbe editor, but
good reason.

—

■

I

Blackstone, Mass.
Such wanting symptoms as sense of
suffocation, bot flashes, headaches, backaches, dread of impending evil, timidity,
sounds in the ears,

nous

will be

I

rejected without

Hancock Pomona grange met with New
Century grange, Dedham. Sept. 2. Several topics were ably discussed, and a fine
musical program was presented by tbe
i host grange. Tbe next meeting will be
held with East Blcebill grange Oct. T.

GREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA.

Dr. C.

j

Agent G. S. Worden,
C. Morrison and Rev. Mr. McLood.

The fifth degree

; didates.
! offered.

MilXSE".

—

"Helpful and Hopeful.”

Tbe

<

was

regular

Tbe purposes of this column sre tocclnc y
Mated la tbe title and motto—It 1* for tbe mut »*1
benefit, and alms to be helpful and bopefull
Seles for tbe common tood. It Is for tbe eonj toon use—s public serraai. a purveyor of lai formation and tuegestton. a medium for tbe la! terchaage of Idea*- la this capacity It solicits

| visiting

|

commas tendons,

;

os

|j

conferred

on

six

Many good suggestions

held

was

grange

—

members

can-

remaining.

Tbe Uter-

program was well responded
Games were played during recess.

Mr*.

j

Aug. 24 dawned with fair proepecte
good day, after a heavy thunder tempest
of the night before that kept many of oa
of

awake.

turned

a

j

Bailey SDd wife, of Wiscaseet,
visiting tbeir daughter, Mr*. Otto C.
Nutting.
Wescott’s orchestra, of Bar Harbor, will
Lincoln

are

Tbe mind* of tbe M. B. clan all
toward* Aunt
Madge’*. Tboee

who could not start that way. sighed and
groaned, but resigned themselves to tbe

later;
home

tbe
caret

fortunate

settled,

ones

bustled to

started,

then

dance in Masonic hall Thursday evening. Sept. 7.
Mies Mildred Caine, who has bad employment at the Somes hotel during the
summer, has returned to Brewer.

some

in

j

a

social

Bev. J. N. Walker left Sunday for new
where be will visit Bov. F. L Hantcom.
The trip was made by automobile.

j

York,

kept a
body 1 Miss Ethel Bascom and Charles Nutting,
of water, then walked several miles, bat of this
village, were married in Ellsworth
got there calm and fresh, from her walk. ; Wednesday of last week. Tbeir
many
As the writer approached
the house friends wish them much
happiness.
there were no teams in sight, and she ;
Bev. Parley C. Grant and wile have reA i1
thought she had mistaken th? day.
turned to tbeir home in Brookline, Maas.,
the
window
to
brought
glimpse through
after two months here.
Mr. Grant occutook him to

buy

hold

get

automobiles, as they were tn too much of
a harry to think of horses,
others tbe
beat way they could. One rode with an
egg-buyer, and fretted at tbe long time it

Harry Hay dm

Paul Curtis and Miss Curtis, of Bangor,
spent last week with tbeir unde, D. L.
Grindle.

EZCSIOK.

eggs,

while the

Another, crossed

calm exterior.

a

Unde Madge arranging la bias, and
upon entering the boose. Aunt Madge
appeared with a hearty welcome. Tbe
room
where tbe guests were assembled
looked like a sewing circle—nearly every
view

one

with work in

band,

a

sight

never

a

reunion.

bis

the

pulpit in Union eharuh daring

stay.

The old Mount Desert hotel has been
sold to the Misses Orr and Craig, of West
Newton, Maae., who will rebuild it into a
cottage. This building Is one of the first
hotels on the island of Mt. Desert, and
one of the old landmarks.
The hotel was
formerly run by Daniel Somes.
Tastoo.
Sept. 4.

,

|

be*

One poor lone
John sat in tbe corner guarded by Elisa
Herrick and looked much frightened.
Boon others arrived, and tongues began to
fore beheld at

pied

|
!

|

salem from James and the elders, and
as he declared In detail what thing
One car brought representatives of three
God had wrought among the gentiles generations, while four generation! were
WEST SULLIVAN.
by his ministry they glorified the Lord represented by Aunt Madge’s grandson in
dipt. J. K. Mitchell and wife spent the
'verse-*
As the guests ar- week-end in Mil
17-2Oi.
The record In verses tbe mother’s family.
j
bridge.
20-26 concerning the thousands of be- rived, one thought to introduce Mol to the
Mias Shaw, ot Plymonth, Mast., is s
lieving Jews who were zealMBs of the strangers, bat as she came to Moi’s mother
guest of Miss Alma Cook.
law and insisted upon circumcision and and presented her with due ceremony, the
Mrs. Harvard H. Havey and son Dwight
other customs for Jews who believed lady said, “1 have met her before.” Then
are visiting in Prospect Harbor.
is to me another perplexity and does the escort dropped Mol to find oat who
was who the best she could.
not look like the freedom wherewith
| Misses Marion and Louise Donnell, of
she is
a great
Aunt Madge thinks
Ellsworth, are guests ot R. F. Qerriah sod
Christ sets us free (John viii. 32-36:
Gal. v. I*. The suggestion of James talker, but she got a setback when she wife.
Mrs. Harvey Thomas and Master Fred
and the eiders that Paul shall seek to said to Capt. Morphy: “Tell your friends
conciliate thc-e custom keeping Jew** you btve seen the greatest talker of the are guesu of Mrs. R. H. Wooster in
B’s.”
He
looked
around
and
M.
said, Brownville.
by Joining in this vow with four other
“Which one?”
men does not seem like tb(* leading of
Mrs. Louise Foes snd daughter Edith
was
a
Tbe
It
absent
good gathering.
the Spirit or in accord with Paul’s
have returned to their home in Massachuones were spoken of, the departed ones
stand. “Not as pleasing men t ut G*ri
setts, after two weeks with Mrs. Nelson
who trieth our hearts” (I Thess li. 4: remembered, new ones welcomed. We banker.
no
no
by-laws, signs or passwords;
Gal. i. IOi. Neither did it work out a« have
M.
Sept. 4.
Aunt Madge.
:hey had hoped that it would, tint lei officers, but
Miss M. A. Greely, of Ellsworth, sent
to a riot which moved the whole city
OITER CREEK.
causing Paul to be cast out of the rem ! some bulletins of “Pive-Cent Meals’ to be
The aid society will hold its annual sale
distributed among the M. B.'s, and right
pie and tea Ten as they went about to
Thursday, Sept. 7, from 10 e. m. to 10 p. m.
kill him. necessitating his rescue from | in tbe face of that dinner! Think of it! A good etteodance is hoped for.
bill of fare included roast chicken,
their hands by the chief captain and j The
G.
Aug. 28.
dressing, string beans, veal loaf, salmon
"lis soldiers (verses 27-32'.
tuna salad, salmon salad, shrimp
loaf,
As the <-aptain could not understand
Pedagogue.
sandwiches of
The word “pedagogue.” as applied to
what the uproar was about nor who salad, olives, cucumbers,
hot roils, yeast bread, biskinds,
many
schoolteachers, is from a Greek word.
Paul was n r what he had done, for
cuit, cookies, doughnuts, cheese cakes,
some cried one thing and some anothpaidagogos. compounded of pais, boy
chocolate frosted cakes, apple puffs, cuser. he caused him to tie bound and oar
and agogos. leader: hence paidagogos.
chocolate
tard, apple sod lemon
pies,
: leader of
ried Into the castle. As he was being
boys. In ancient Greece the
cake, nut cake, white cake, fruit cake,
tome by the soldiers up the castle
layer cake, fruit sherbet, coffee, tea, paidagogos was not strictly an Instairs liecatise of the violence of the
apples. Miss Young, whose birthday oc- structor, but a domestic slave who
people he asked [>ermissioir to speak to curred
Aug. 23, gave all a taste of her looked after the boys of a family, took
the chief captjtln. who was surprised
! them to and from school and kept
birthday cake.
that he could speak Greek, and asked
Those present were Cspt. Benjamin i them off the streets.
The boys were
if he was not an Egyptian leader of a
Murphy and wife and Miss Murphy, Ber- put In his charge at the age of six. and
As
hand of murderers (verses 33-38i
nard ; Mrs. Gott, Bar Harbor, Mrs. W. H. he
probably sat with them in school,
Jesus was numbered with
our Lord
j Although his position was simply that
81i>sn’s F-lnimral for Noaralgia Aches.
transgressors, we must not think it
Tbe dull throb of neuralgia is quickly re- i of a trusted servant. It came In time to
strange when we are treated the same
lieved by Sloan’s Liniment, tbe universal
be applied to the teacher, though alway and falsely accused or misjudged. remedy for pain. Easy to apply; it quickly ;
with a slurring or contemptuous
When Paul told who he was and asked penetrates without rubbing and soothes tbe i ways
sore muscles. Clesner and more
promptly significance
permission to speak to the people the effective than mussy plasters or ointment;
not stain the skin or clog the pores.
captain granted it to him (verses 39. does
For stiff muscles, chronic rbeumstism, gout,
40). Speaking of himself as a citizen lumbago, sprains and strains it gives quick
Itching pile* provoke profanity bat proSloan's Liniment reduces tbe pain
relief.
of do mean city, reminds us of our cit- and
won’t remove them. Doan's Ointment
inflammation in. insect bites, bruises, fanity
izenship (Phil. 111. 20. 21) and Its privi- bumps and other minor injuries to children. I ie recommended for itching, bleeding] oifproUet a bottle to-day at your Druggist, 26c.
1 trading pilen. Me at any]drug store.—Adwi.
leges and responsibilities.

|

_

I

|

COMPANY,
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CITY,

OPT FOB A CABTXB.

to.

MOUNT DESERT.

j
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meeting of MariaviUe
in tbe evening, many

sry

<

The Kind You Have Always Bought

were

ia visiting her parand lu success depends largely
ents, at SorreDto.
tbe support rives It !o tbls revpect ComMaster Elmer Basccm has returned from
mualcatloos must be signed. but tbe same of
writer will sot be printed except r»j permission.
a visit in Waldoboro.
Coalman tea tk>ns will be subject to approval or !
Paul Boiasonneault, wife and son Lewis
rejection by tbe editor of tbe column, but none are
visiting in Waldoboro.
will oe rejected without rood reason. Address
ait eommuBicatloasto
Prank E. Abbott and wife left last week
The amebic AH.
for tbeir borne in Cleveland.
KlUwortb. Me.
THE

In Use For Over 30 Years

i ter producer than
\ discussed by County

fHatcal Bmrfit Column.

It* Motto:

ALWAYS

of the

palpitation

UTXT

CASTORIA

GENUINE

Green Mountain Pomona grange met
heart, sparks before the eyes, irregu- with MariaviUe grange Sept. 2. with a
larities. constipation, variable appetite, large attendance in spite of tbe showers.
i weak ness and dixxinesa, should be heeded Tbe second
;
degree was conferred by host
women. Lydia E. PinkFulton J. Redman gave a fine
I by middle-aged
grange.
; ham’s Vegetable Compound has carried address. Tbe topic: “Is tbe farmer a betmany women safely through this crisis.
salesman?'1 was well

EDITED BT

Constipation,

Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
It
regulates the Stomach and IioweN,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.
Fiatnlency,
Diarrhoea.

HANCOCK POMONA.

ly, while tbe coat of long revera takes
Brown bone buttons
a circular skirt.
are tbe only trimming, matching the
brown grosgrain band of the panama
and Russian leather boots.

A BEAUTY HINT.
How So Wash Your Face In tha Right
Way.
One of the methods of acquiring a
clear, white complexion is so simple
that it Is almost amusing. It la merely to wash the face properlj. This
should be as regularly a part of the
toilet at night as brushing the teeth.
Tbe procedure U In this wise: With
hot water and a pure whit* soap thoroughly cover the face with lather,
oslng a good complexion brush. The
latter is better than a washcloth because It "scrubs" better and acts as a
good stimulant to the blood vessel*
of the face. One need not be afraid
of this thorough scrubbing, for long
hours of rest In bed prevent any harm
coming to the tender skin afterward.
When the face la rinsed well with
tepid water and gently and thoroughly
dried with a soft towel rub a good cold
When this
cream Into the oj>eh pores.
has been thoroughly spread over the
face and has remained there flvs or
tea mlautee gently wipe It off with a
soft cloth, preferably silk. Do not rut
the face too dry. for some of tha cream
should l«p left In the outer tissues of
the ek'.a. Tha severe scrubbing thur
oughly softens and cleanses the akin
of all dirt and stain, while the cream
nourishes and whitens It.

PLUSES n IELL 01 TIM
“I suffered from stomach trouhle. I bad
great diatreaa after eating. Since taking
Tanlac 1 can eat without fear of pain,"
recently aaid Mr*. Leo ora Smart, R. F. D.,
Glen burn. Me.
“Tanlac relieeed|me »o much that my
husband ia now taking it.
He reporta
that be aleepe better and feela better in a

general way.”
Sound

Smart'*

etatements
are

baaed

on

such

Mrs.

aa

knowledge,
only be gained

exact

knowledge can
by experience. Tbe great faitb that
tbouaanda of people bare in Tanlac baa
been
about
circumbrought
by
and eucn

stances.
Each food, like each different buildmust be
ing material for a
bouae,
bandied by different
workmen, cor-

is ready to take its place in the body.
That it called assimilation.
Men sod women who softer vita improper assimilation are nervous and very
irritable because of their misery. They
lack energy and ambition to do their
arc easily discouraged and become
melancholy over slight things
They suffer with unsound sleep, poor
memory, backache, headache, irregular

work,

circulation of tbe
tbe

common

liver and

Tbe

kidDeys.

Tanlac bas teen Tery
it hae been introduced.
its
Thousands
for
Tanlac
praise
effectiveness in those ills which true
from
a
disordered
condition of the
digeetive organs, poor assimilation end
great

success

of

wherever

responding to
carpenters,
plasterers,
After doe
paperbangers and painters.
food
like
[loo,
peepers
building material.

ill-fed

COUNTY

BR. HALE’S oStmeit

NEWS

nerves.

Tanlac ia told in Ellsworth
Moore’s drug store.

for *2
r general
bkin or Scalp :

Mr*. Frank Stanley, of Uleeford, with
her two children, £11* Maud and Merwiu,
waa here recently.

PICNIC LUNCHEONS.
About

Carrying Food
and Easily.

Daintily

In homes where automobile lunch
eons or picnic parties are frequent it
Is a good idea to have on band seven,
fresh, clean egg boxes with compart
ments, in which eggs come from tht
store.
Stuffed eggs can then be rolled
in paraffin paper and stood upright lc
each compartment so they will travel
without crushing or losing shape. Xel
ther need the halves of the egg be kept
together with toothpicks, as is fre
quently done.
Dainty rolled sand
wiehes also keep their shape in these
individual compartments.
Loaf cake
can be cut In pieces of a size to fit
these% partitioned boxes by lifting out
the divisions and pressing the paste*
board edge on the freshly frosted sur
face of the cake.
Replace the parti
tlons In the box and allow the frosting
to become firm.
Then cut in squares
as indicated by
the markings.
Eacl
of
cake will be of a size to fit
piece
This eliminates carrying a knife ant
insures the neat appearance of th<
cake.
Citron Preserves.
Pare citron and cut In slices one ant
one-half Inch thick and about thre<
Inches long. To each pound of citron
allow one pound of white sugar. First
make your Birup, using one pint of wa
ter to every ten pounds of sugar; 8ktir
well, then add fruit, boll one hour, 01
until tender; do not atir; slice two lem
one thin, extracting the seeds;
put this
in the preserves with two ounces of
root ginger (whltei. Do not boll long
after adding lemon. This is excellent
If made carefully. If you cannot obtain
citron, watermelon rind can be substituted. but soak overnight in alum water and boll In clear water twenty minutes next

morning.
Gay Raincoats.

Raincoats are now made of oil silk
and are transparent
Bright reds,
blues, lavender and green are some of
the hues.

own

uEm

Mrs. Orrln Donald, of Northeast Harbor, and Mn. May Stanley, of Friendship,
weie hen Friday fori a short visit.
Mn.
their

to the

ialand

Sept.

mother,
on

waa

account

4.

not able to

come

of feeble health.
Tot.

MMofthethw»!crci«*
.<*>
TMtimoci.

from

frcu

KENYON * TKOMAS CO. ASu><- N-

*•

”■£*

'KOCBKON K*T»" end* KUBog*. Die outdoor*. Uobeat.b e Er'.c'ttBDBtor.
Used World Oeer. by r
-<•
meat too.
Koo> ora* N>ix«* Mr or
*Jr2£
end country store*. Refuse sabstit.:•?
Comic Picture R--R. 8. Weil*, Jersey City,
N. J.

turned home in

the shades of the evening,

reporting the best
Aug. 28.

time of the season.
!5cb*

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Myrtle

Mn. F. P. Dresser has gone to her home

to

«

MarhyilrlaM u< Buy olhan mt »'rr^-.
ITall Drue Stone Sc. Bad Me., or by

MANSET.
Rev. Mr. Tritee and daughter
have been Tiaiting hen.
in

^*7J

ptn and
lnitsuozL Fia-a* w«
liOM
Chiid.*»=
yOQEg
■cw be wiitout • box
of Dr. Ha,'* i. iwbad
Otattmeet for imordaa
Me for Croop or sore

bonse.

Setb Rice and two younger aou>,
Charles and Elton, with bia oldest son
and wife, from Boston, wen ben Sunday.

Gilley,

at.

ralgta,

Mra. Staples, of Sedgwick, with her
daughter end granddaughter, ia occupying tha Gilley cottage.

cupying tbeir

fora* rf

mm*. fierofa.ou* l 'c**h
Buraa,Scald#, Bmi***,
w>\»it, Nw*

Miaa Marie Bumlll, of Seal Core, who
been Tiaiting Ethel Banker a week,
has returned home.

Capt. Wilbert Rice and wife have moved
back from Cranberry Island, and an oc-

£. ti.

at

illHiii Mi

BUTTON.

has

Hint

blood, dizziness sad
of tbe stomtch,

ailments

Guyiborough^N. s.

Misses Mary and Gladys Gee. of
Brunswick, spent a week recently
their aunt, Mrs. Mary Finney, wnere
Etta Finney Bartlett, of Boston, was

><?*
with

Mr*.
**30

guest.
One of the finest events of th* reason
was the concert at Masonic hill Wednesday evening, by the hotel and cottag*
committee of the Village Improvement
wort
Association. Some account of the

a

Carrie and SumnerlSpurling have gone
New York lor the winter.
Miaa Grace Morris, of Massachusetts, ia
her sister,;Rn. 8. S. Dolliver.

Tiaiting

Henry Smuh end family, o 1 New York, on the dam and bridge across Norwood*
tne
visiting Mr. Smith’s parents, Mr. and Cove, that already accomplished and
wort,
Mn. Fnnk Smith.
needs for the completion of the
&•
were clearly given by Dr. Griffin aDd
A large party gathered at King’s beach
Phillips.
tor
a
clam-bake.
While
Saturday evening
^baY.
Aug. 28.
the clama wen baking, games wen
After
■
was
made
played.
lunch, speech
SEAL COVE.
heeQ
by S. 8. King, a social chat followed, and
Mrs. Melissa Gordius, who has
tbe party dispersed at midnight.
Mr*her
of
daughter,
ill
home
at
the
quite
an

__

A jolly crowd of twenty-four went to
Tinker's ialand last week on a picnic, making the trip in the Katherine Butler. As
soon as they landed, anjoven waa built for
a clambake.
After lunch, the party separated, some walking around the island
and taking pictures, while others went
The happy crowd mraapberrying.
Our Jitney Offer.
Don’t miss this. Cat out this tllp, escloae
with five ceata to Foley A Co., Chicago, 111.,
writing your name and address clearly. You
will receive in return n trial package contnl ning Foley'a Honey and Tar Compound, for
coughs, colds and croup, Foley Kidney Pills,
and Foley Cathartic Tablets. •Moon s Drug
Store. £.Ms.
—.
M-a
ml
—■

is better.
Victor Heath has gone to Addison
visit relatives.

May Lunt,

to

M*teolni.““cj

Mr*. E. P. Sawyer *nd son
little granddaughter, [Eleanor $»*yer'
ol Southwest Harbor, are viaitiDg
C. D. Sawyer’,.

Sept.

2._

rf‘

glM

Be was Worried end Hope!«-**.
**Por ten years 1 was bothered with
^e
trouble.” writes T. F. Hut.-htoso»:
Rock. Ark. *‘I was worried and
up all hope*. I u*ed five boxe*^*
Sidney Pill* and am now a well maD rhi.an}»Kldney Pill* drive oat ache*.
’.q®r
«y»P10®
tiam
and all kidney trouble
—Moore’* Drug Store.

JJ£«

6lven

**“fpJJ]7y
£o]ej

MARIAVILLE FAIR.
COMPLETE

SHEEP AND SWINE.
Sow, With pigs,
2 00
b0tt'
LI8T OF PREMIUMS
1 00
Be*t porker,
100
OFFERED.
Best

£

to

demonstrations

be

given

ram, »ny breed,
Best ewe, any
breed,
Best pair lambs,

in

POTATO JUDGING AND HOME
CANNING.

50

50
50

Roland 8. Salisbury, Chairman

Martin A. Garland
Fred Grover

Tbe annual agricultural fair of Marianne grange will be held at tbe grange hall
in Mariaville, Wednesday, Oct. 4,1916.

ball,

10

Patchwork quilt,

26

10

26

10

26

10

pillow,

Crochet

trimming,

Lace-trimmed apron,
Mexican work,
Woolen yarn,
Knit gloves,
Drawn-work handkerchief,
Best exhibition line
needlework,
Collection doilies,
Pillow cases,

Dinner and aupper will be served st
25 cents each. Confectionery, soft drinks
and cigars will be Bold on the grounds.
There will be an address and demonstration on stock and stock Judging, by N. C.

Sherwood, instructor in animal industry.
University of Maine, and an address by Embroidered doily,
Embroidered collar,
George N. Worden, county farm agent.
Best tatiing,
Base ball game during the day.
Best fillet crocheting,
TO EXHIBITORS.
Embroidered bureau cover,
Ail articles and animals exhibited for a Embroidered
towel,
must be entered by 10 o’clock
premium
Best exhibition needlework
by
and remain until 4 o’clock on day of fair.
girl of 16 years or under,

Une person will not receive Hrst and
second premiums on same exbibit. All
agricultural product must hare been
grown by tbe exhibitor tbis year.

25

10

25

10

25
25

10

25

10

25

25

10
10

50

25

25

10

25

10

25

10

25

10

25

10

10
10

25

10

25

10

25

10

Honey in comb,
Collection ol picKles,
Loaf white bread,
Sample print butter,

25

10

25

10

26

10

25

10

Collection preserves,

50

26

3 00

|2 00

Horse
ut

10

One

horse,
According to weight of

2 00

25

10

25

10

25

10

BKOOKLIN.

25

10

25

10

Edward Morgan left Thursday for Arizona.
His family will go later.

25

10

25

10

25

10

Three citrons,

25

10

Two pumpkins,
Largest pumpkin in weight,
Three cabbages,
Largest cabbage in weight,
Sample table beets,
Largest beets,
Largest table carrots,
Largest parsnips,
Sample Kuta Baga turnips,
largest turnips,

25

10

25

10

25

10

25

10

25

10

25

10

25

10

25

10

25

10

Gold Coin

enter

Mortgage Lifter potatoes,

Sample Early Canada potatoes,
Sample Early Dewdrop potatoes,
Sample Early Harvest potatoes,
Two Hubbard squash,
Two Watered Hubbard squash,
Largest squash in weight,

sample

25

10

25

10

25

10

Cauliflower,

25

10

Best filled peas,
Trace field corn,

25
25

10

Trace

25

10

Sample oats,
Sample oarley,

25
25

10

Best beans of any kind,
Best display of agricultural

25

10

100

50

25

10

weei corn,

products,

or

Fruit

“

Duchess,
Ben Davis,
Bellflower,
Greening*,
McIntosh,
Wolf River,
Porter,
Wealthy,
Tolman Sweets,
Snow,
Northern Spy,
Stark,
Gravenstein,
Autumn Strawberry,
Williams Favorite,
King,

Cattle

[

J. A. Cochrane, of Boston, president of
the Farnsworth Tacking Co., spent the
week-end at A. E. Farnsworth’s.

Yoke oxen,

10

Hill,

25

10

25

10

25

10

25

25

day.
Mrs. R. R. Babson and Miss Angie re10 turned to Roxbury, Mass., Friday after
10 several weeks at their summer home at

25

10

Haven.

25
25

10
10

25

10

25

10

Miss Florence Ford, who has been employed at R. W. Smith’s, has had a bad
attack of appendicitis. She has gone to

25

10

yean old,
year

Springfield,

Mass.

her home.

Mrs. Byron Sellers and children, of
Somerville, Mass,, who have spent the
summer with Mrs. Fred Stewart, have re10
turned home.
10
Miss Liva Tibbetts, of Waltham, and
10
were called
10 John Freethey, of New York,
of their
10 here last week by the death
aunt, Mrs. Lucy Nutter.
10

10

25

25
25
50

Mrs. Dora Dodge, who has been visiting her brother, Henry W. Flye, has gone
to Dighton, Mass., to visit another brother on her way to her home in Palatka, Fla.
Charles Wakefield, wife and sister, who
have been
visiting Mrs. Wakefield’s
mother, returned home Saturday, accompanied by John Marks, who will live
with them this year.
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Prompt

to

Grace Johnson and Miss Ruth,
who have been visiting their uncle, B. O.
Dollard, returned to Melrose, Mass., Fri-

10

25

00

have returne

Mrs.

10

25

$1

old,
under one|year,
Draft horses, pair,
one

“

25

Department.

tour yean old,
three years old,
two

10

100

Horse
Colt,

10

25

Department.

Two-year-old-steers,
Yearling steers,

Miss Ciarrie Freethey, a teacher in Providence, R. I., who has a summer home at
Haven, has returned to her work.
Capt. Webster is bringing stone from
the Settlement quarry at Stonington for
the stone pier at the Porter place.
Mrs. Charles West returned to Roxbury,

25

25

|2

Mrs. Charles Powers and family, who
spent the summer at Eggemoggin
Inn, have gone to Boston.
have

Mass., Sunday. She has spent the summer with her sister, Mrs. M. A. Flye.
George Love and wife, w’bo have been
visiting Mrs. Love’s mother, Mrs. E. I.

25

Full-blooded Ayrshire, Durham, Hereford, Holstein,
Jersey or Guernsey bull,
Full-blooded cows of any
breed,
Full-blooded yearling bull of
any breed,
Full-blooded yearling heifer,
any breed,
Full blooded calf, any breed,
Grade cow, any breed,
yearling, any breed,
cplf, any breed,

this

Mass., Saturday.
Dr. Bond and family left for their home
to-day.
They have been the guests of
Mrs. Alfred Joyce.
Last Sunday evening seven were taken
into the Baptist church at the close of the
pastor’s farewell sermon.

10

25

Largest apples,
Nod head,
Pears,
Plums, each kind,
Quart cranberries,
Best display of apples grown
by exhibitors,

preach

Neal Stanley, who has been spending
in town, left for Everett,

10

25

Crabapples,

where he will

his vacation

Departmint.

Plate Baldwin*,

Kenduskeag,

year.

1

under,

certified

horses.

Rev. Louis West has moved his family
to

Best collection agricultural
produce exhibited by boy
of 16 years

furnish

who

Mrs. Lizzie Hamilton, of North Brookis visiting Dr. F. S. Herrick.

iu

*25

must

Ail

lin,

10

iujiuub,

Smoothest green tomatoes,
Largest green tomatoes,
Plate ripe tomatoes,

&

contest

j weight-bill of

each.

Relief

from the all-toocommon ills of
the digestive organs—weak

stomach, torpid

liver and inactive bowels—is found in the

BEECHAM’S
PILLS
Lanaet Sale of Aar Medicine In the World.
Sold everywhere, b boxes, 10c., 28c.
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and a shed, under whch he kept his
material.
Besides getting out the ordinary stonework for the ornamentation of buildings, he designed and constructed marble monuments.
His instincts were artistic, and, although his
figures were crude, some of them were
fairly well executed.
But scarcely had Ingersoll become
settled when the revolution was started which was destined to result in the
downfall of the man whose iron hand
had kept the peace in Mexico.
The
Modern revolution destroyed the equilibrium under which Mexico had prospered. and Madero was succeeded by
Huerta.
In addition to the regular
forces (if they deserve the name) pitted
against each other, bands of men
whose only object was plunder were
let loose, and if anything were needed
to complete the wreck of Mexico they
supplied the deficiency.
Tlie orders which had kept Ingersoll
busy dropped away. His business was
paralyzed. He would have pulled up
and gone back to the United States,
but what means he had were Invested
In his stoneyard, and he could not get
It out.
He must wait for some new
power to seize the government of Mexico
hat would restrain the conflicting elements.
Hoping against hope,
he remained where he was, but made
what preparation he could with his
limited means to resist any attack that
might be made upon his premises by
marauders from the different armies or
the bandits.
Having plenty of stone In his yard,
he built a miniature fortress around
A parapet was conhis dwelling.
structed of headstones, either finished
or partly finished.
Square apertures
for
Intended
loopholes
were
left.
through which to. fire. Rut since there
wns no one except Ingersoll to do the
•■"to he had no ordnance
there was little prospect of a successful defense
There were several stone figures in
the yard which Ingersoll thought of
putting up on his fortress ns scarecrows—that Is, In the hope that an enemy seeing them from a distance would
believe them to be veritable defenders.
But unfortunately they were not suitable to the purpose. One was a white
marble angel blowing the resurreotlon
trump; another was a saint that had
been ordered for a church. There wns
only one that would be a suitable decoration for a fortification, n life size
statue of a soldier that had been ordered to mark the grave of n young
man who had died in the Mexican
military service. He was represented
standing as If on guard, the butt of his
musket on the ground, the barrel resting against his shoulder. Ingersoll
could not hope that this stone figure
would be mistaken for a live man, but
It wns the only soldler-llke defense at
hand, so he lifted It by a derrick onto
iue

inuii'niu

The fort might deceive an enemy if
It could not be plainly seen, but in
broad daylight It would deceive nobody. At night It would not be seen
at all.
There came a time when a bandit
Cards have been received announcing
chief determined to loot the town near
tbe engagement of Miss Laura Stewart,
lived.
He had sent
formerly of this place, and Isaac Freeman which Ingersoll
of his men Into the place to disChace, of Providence, R. I. Tbe wedding one
cover where the richest plunder was
will take place in October.
to be obtained and to report thereon.
Mrs. Lucy Nutter died at tbe borne of
When the spy returned among other
John Freethe.v, where sbe bad lived tbe
persons who might be compelled to
past tbree years. Although sbe bad been
disgorge what would be worth having
in failing health for tbe past year, tbe end
There was no
he named Ingersoll.
came
Throughout her
very suddenly.
plunder In stones, manufactured or unillness she had been patient and brave.
manufactured. but Ingersoll was supShe was tbe last member of a large family,
posed to have money and would doubtlives
in
the
wbo
one
brother,
except
less pay well for the lives of himself
Provinces. Services were held at the
and family. The spy did not visit the
borne Friday afternoon. Rev. Mr. Kimball,
but had heard that some
of Sedgwick, officiating. The floral trib- stoneyard,
sort of defense had been constructed.
beautiful.
and
were
utes
many
The bandit chief, when he approached
Use Femme.
Sept. 4.
the town at night, expecting to take
the people off their guard and prevent
Candidate For Congroaa.
their having time to organize a de“No
person
He constitution says,
fense. sent a detachment under one
shall be a representative who shall not
Manuel Nunez to swoop down on the
have attained to the age of twenty-five
Btoneyanl and extort all the money
years.”
the owner had.
His would seem to mean that one
“I learn,” he said, “that the man Is a
he
Is
before
for
congress
may run
gringo, and If he doesn't give you all
election
the
day
twenty-five, provided
the ready cash you have reason to supcomes on or after the candidate’s
pose he possesses kill him and take
York
New
twenty fifth birthday.
what you find."
American.
Now, these Instructions were given
In the house of an American settler
Her
Cooking
Could not do
whose premises the bandits had looted
“I
F. E. Hartmeister, Tea., Mo., writes:
and were overheard by the despoiled
was affected with kidney trouble two year*.
do
I
could
hardly
I got so bad this summer
man, who sent his son to Ingersoll to
my cooking. 1 got Foley Kidney Pills and I
Too many women
tell him what was to be meted out to
feel like a new person.
neglect symptoms of kidney derangement, him. When the boy appeared at the
weak back, swollen ankles and Joints, aches,
pains and rheumatism.—Moore’s Drug Store.
—

always safe, sure, quick-acting

A. MITCHEL

|

stantial character. Having purchased
a small tract on the outskirts of the
place, he built on it a dwelling house

1 00

10

By F.

s

It looked as if the continued succession
of revolutions was over.
The young emigrant was a stonecutter and settled in a town where the
wooden buildings were being torn down
to give place to those of a more sub-

a. m.

25

Re Coolly Stood Guard In the
Presence of Mexican Bandits

|

During the administration of the
government of Mexico by Porflrio Diaz
l young American, Edward Ingersoll,
who had Just married a young woman,
went to the state of Durango to settle.
Northern capital was then pouring Into Mexico, and the prospect of
prosperity was greater than ever before.
Diaz had held the discordant
elements In check for many years, and

Drawing.
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Miscellaneous.

Agricultural Products.

Queen potatoes,

10

26

Best exhibition of cooked food
by girl of 16 years or under,

PREMIUM LIST.

tatoes,
Sample New
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Sofa

15 cents.

Sample Green Mountain
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Woolen stockings,
Knit mittens,
Braided rug,
Drawn rug,
Silk quilt,

to

60
M
28

Domestic Manufactures.

Committee of Arrangements.

Admission

stoneyard conveying the awful
100

<

news

Littuummf.

He had made a
it was after dark.
short cut through a forest and a marsh,
with both of which he was sufficiently
familiar to traverse, but they would be
impassable for the bandits, who must
take a roundabout route over the road.
They had not yet startcai when the boy
left, but were prei>aring to do so. The
Ingersolls calculated that they would
haye an hour to decide whether to take
to flight and if they concluded to remain they would have at least an hour
lor preparation.
Ingersoll was for Immediate flight.
His wife was not so minded.
They
could not take with them tlielr furniture or other effects which they had
been a long while accumulating, and
the woman could not bear to give them
up even if she risked the lives of all
of them by remaining to protect their
property. She had given much thought
to making their fortress effective, but
leaning, womanlike, to deception instead of force. She advocated remaining and trying the effect of a certain
ruse she had contrived.
About 11 o’clock at night Nunez, with
his detachment, came in sight of IngerBoll’s premises.
One of Ingersoll’s
children, a girl of twelve, was hiding
at an outpost and ran back home by a
short path to report their coming.
When the bandits came within a few
hundred yards of the stoneyard Nunez,
who was at their front, suddenly saw
a light ahead of him.
It was not a
bright light, but enough to reveal to
him the head and shoulders of a man
In the uniform of a Mexican soldier
standing with his musket leaning
against his left shoulder and with
both hands screening a burning match
from the wind.
lie held the flame
over a pipe he held in his mouth nnd
lighted his pipe. Even the little puffs
of smoke were visible. Then the
match went out as suddenly as it had
been lighted, and all was dark again.
Nunez halted, and his men did the
same.
When the light went out he
turned and said:
“It seems that the place is defended
by a force of regular troops.”
“And a fortification,” put in one of
the men. “Didn’t you see that the man
stood on a parapet?”
At that moment there came from the
stoneyard the notes of a bugle sound-

ing “taps.”
“We are not out for soldiers.” said
Nunez. “I am quite sure the captain
would not approve of our bringing on
a fight that might land us at the end of
a rope and interfere generally with his

CAN

plans.”
•uertaimy
the rear.

not,

caned

a

voice

rrom

You

us

pro-

ceed."
Now every one on the premises, expecting an attack, was listening, and
when the tread of feet was heard at a
convenient distance up the road Tommy
Ingersoll, a youth whose figure was
much smaller than the one on the rampart, stationed himself behind it with
a match In his hand.
Ingersoll, at Ills
wife's suggestion, had dug a hole from
the back of the stone soldier's neck to
h's mouth and inserted a rubber tube.
A tobacco pli>e liad been placed between the lii>«. and by suction at the
other end of the tube the figure would
appear to smoke. When the bandits
were heard approaching Tom used his
own arms In place of the soldier's to
strike a match and hold It over the
pipe. His father, at the other end of
the tube, did the smoking, and the soldier seemed to the bandits to reiight.
The light, however, was so
his pipe.
small that they got a view not much
better than before.
One of the articles the American had
laid In for the defense of his fortress
It belonged to a little
was a drum.
boy in the neighborhood and was not
In Itself an Important weapon. But It
Is not the cannon, the rifle, the sword
As lu
alone In war that are useful.
the shrill tone of the bugle, so in the
boat of a drum there Is inspiration.
The Ingersoll garrison did not Intend
their drum as a means of keeping up
their courage, but to inspire tlielr enemy with terror.
The
ralnt
hear
lngersoils could
sounds made by their enemies and did
not know but that they were crawling up upon them. A hurried council
of war was held and the question discussed as to what auxiliary to the
stone soldier could be adopted. While
they were debating Tom seized the
drum and began to beat the long roll,
which Is a signal In all armies for the
men to turn out to repel an attack. As
an adjunct to this Ingersoll himself
sang out. "Fall In!" in a number of
different tones, to lead the bandits to
suppose that the orders came from different officers.
Nunez gave an order to tread softly
and pass the place without a word, lest
the garrison be aroused. So the bandits went stealthily by the stone soldier with a stone gun, the only defender of the Ingersoll premises. Nunez led them into the town, where they
found the main force plundering, and
they Joined their comrades in the work.
When it had been finished and they
were marching on the chief asked
Nunez how much he had acquired from
the Ingersoll stoneyard.
“The
“Nothing." replied Nunez.
gringo succeeded in getting protection
from the troops. I did not think it prudent to arouse them, since it might
have led to interference in sacking the
town. I led my men by the place

stealthily."
“A wise decision,” replied the chief.
Ingersoll remained in Mexico till the
raids to the United States occurred,
when he thought it better to leave his
property and save the lives of himsoif
and his family. Having reached the
Texas border with his wife and family.
Ingersoll took part in the punitive expedition that started in after the bandits.
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“But, since we must pass the place,”
said another, “we may get a nearer
view.”
“Very well,” said Nunez. “I.*t
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HOT BLAST WOOD FURNACES
heat the whole house, store,
hall or church with a single
f.re, saving enormously from
the trouble of separate stoves.
Burn rough wood such as
be had at least expense.

can

Control the fire because
are fitted tight.

they

One will cost but little to
install and will pay for itself
many times over in satisl-ciory service,
THE HOT

V'OOQ & BTSHOP CO., Bangor, Me.
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Bliss College
LEWISTON,
MAINE

Fall term opens Tuesday, September 12,1916.
Largest and most
successful Business College in Maine. Annual enrollment over Five
Hundred. Complete courses and thorough instruction by specialists in
Bookkeeping, Bill Checking, Banking, Auditing, Wholesale and Corporation Accountings, Penmanship, Spelling, Commercial Law, Commercial Arithmetic, Business English, Shorthand, Stenotypy, Typewriting and other commercial subjects. Special attention is given
those taking our Private Secretarial and Civil Service Courses.
We
have a Normal Training Department for those wishing to qualify as
Commercial and Shorthand;,Teachers.
Our graduates are receiving
from >600 to >10,000 per year, and the demand made on us for youn g
men and women eligible to lucrative business positions is far greater
than our

ability

to

supply.

Mail us this coupon and .we ;will forward our free illustrated
catalog.
Name.City.

Street.State.
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Playing Politics With Murder.
Ellsworth, Maine, Sept. 5,1916,

LOCAL ANT) POLITICAL JOURNAL
rUBUBKBD
a VERY
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

To the Editor of The American:
Whereas, it ha* coroe to my notice that
an attempt is being made by the democrat*. to make the Otter Creek murder
case a political issue, and that the county
officials are being criticised for their conduct of tbecase„*for political purpose*, and

AT
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COUNTY PUBLISHING CO

W. H. Tirrs. Editor and
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Manager.

fa ascription Price—t2.0C a rear; fU» for six
months; 30 cents for three months; If paid
mrlctly In advance. $t 30, 75 and SS cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cent*. All arrearages are reckoned at tbe rate of f2 pet
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rear.

Busin*** com me mealier* should be-ad dressed
•o, and all cheeks a*»<l monev crier* made pay
»me to The Hajoti Conrnr Pcblisbiho
Co Ell*worth, Maine.
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this country”.
ADd while thus
giving their voice and their votes for
the protection of their own interests,
tbe republicans of Hancock county
have aiso presented for their votes a
of

ernment

as a

The

Mr. Wescott is
as

now

alderman

qualified

name

business

Colgan,

serving

from

for the

of

people”.

except for unavoidable

bis

ward

in

second

1.

duties of the

He

is

office

be governed
different to his own
to

deserving

the

welfare,

privilege

of

and

De-

giving him in de-

n c

iisu

iw*

crime

uuu

public opinion

ui

demanded

Silsby and myself both
advised against the srrest o< Guy Small at
that time, and told State Detective Colgan
that wmle Small, if arrested, would probably be held, in our opinion his arrest at
Sheriff

this time would be

in-

a

grave mistake,

as

the

weak, and that the arrest
would hinder the State in obtaining further evidence; that upon arrest a hearing
would be necessary, and the State would
evidenee

un-

self-

be

should be parthe republicans

was

obliged

to disclose

just

what

evidence

had obtained up to that time.
State Detective Colgan remained in Bar
Harbor until Tuesday, Aug. 22, when he
arrested Guy Small without the knowledge
of. and without consulting either Sheriff
Silsby or myself. Neither was either of
Detective Colgan,
us notified by State
it

for the

republicans of the naThis is a State election, to be
sure, but its influence upon the national election in November is great.
tion.

j

i
FRED

L.

punishment

>■

Small’s trial.

of Ellsworth,
Sheriff Silsby and 1 immediately went to
Candidate for County Attorney.
Bar Harbor, and had aa interview with
Fred JL. j4&oou, of Ellsworth, candidate Scale Detective Colgan. When asked why
that national issues should play a; for re-election aa county attorney, was \ he had arrested Guy Small withoot ad- j
>orn in Ellsworth Nov. 14,1864, the son of
vising or consulting with os, be said in
large part in the election.
Hr. and Mrs. C. W. Mason, and Ellsworth substance that public sentiment in Bar i
The issue above all others in which
ias siwsys been his home.
Harbor demanded an arrest, and that ha
Maine is interested is the tariff.
He was educated in the schools of Ells- bad been directed by Attorney-General
Maine has always stood for protec- rorth tnd Boston
university, and read Pattangall to make it.
tion. No one knows this better than aw in the office of B. T. bowle, in Ells- !
State Detective Colgan admitted that ha
this reason rorth. He was admitted to the Hancock ! had obtained no material evidence in adFor
the democrats.
friends of Governor Curtis are urg- county bar in October, 1889, and opened a dition to that given him by ns when he j
first arrived, and was not prepared to
ing democratic speakers in Maine to aw office in Ellsworth.
In November. 1900, be entered the tire in make a report on the case.
put the soft pedal on national issues ora
nee business with his fsther.under the
J arranged tor a bearing before ine mar
am. putj
1UCJ cue
up uurus BUUUg.
Inn name of C. W. & F. L Mason, conto be bad oo
this business in cor r»e tion with Harbor municipal court,
and
Wilson
the
President
tacting
finding
lis law practice.
Aug. 21, and notified Attorney*
Thursday,
Underwood tariff bill too much of a
Two years ago Mr. Masor was elected General Pattangall of tbe time and place.
load to carry.
county attorney, and has pro-en an effi- He did not
appear at the hearing. 1
cient officer.
The democrats still cling to their
issued subpoenas for sncb witnesses as we
free trade or low tariff fallacy. The
had, and Sheriff Si Is by served them. The
REPUBLICAN RALLIES.
Underwood tariff bill, enacted under
hearing lasted for two days. Hon. L B.
of Bar Harbor, had already been
the present administration, ia typical Dates of Political
Meeting*, In Han- Deasy,
retained by Mr. Herbert Bedding, son-inThe
democratic
cock
Towns.
legislation.
County
law of tbe murdered woman, and gave me
The following republican rallies are anEuropean war alone has prevented a
valuable assistance at tbe hearing.
repetition of industrial disaster which Qounced for Hancock county towns:
Goy Small did not testify at the hearing,
Deer Isle, Sept.
7—C. P. Connelly, of
has always followed democratic tariff
Sew Jersey, and Hon. Arthur S. Little- and bis attorney, E. 8. Clark, of Bar Hartinkering.
field, of Rockland.
bor, offered no evidence in defense. At
Dedham. Sept. 7—Charles H. Wood, of the
The Underwood tariff was tried'
close of
the hearing Small was
Bar Harbor, and Roy C. Haines, of Ellsheld for the grand jury, and is now in
long enough iu the few months fol- worth.
Hancock, Sept. 7—Fulton J. Redman, of jail in Ellsworth.
lowing its enactment and before ihe
Ellsworth.
As previoQsly stated, ail of the evidence
outbreak of the European war to
Sedgwick, Sept. 7— Congressman Peters, obtained
op to tbe time of arreat was
show how it woald work out. Our and W. A. Walker, of Castine.
Blue hill. Sept. 9—L. B. Deasy, of Bar purely circumstantial, and waa not con“blood prosperity” has temporarily
Harbor, and Edward E. Chase, of Blue- sidered by os as sufficient to warrant the
saved the face of tbe Underwood bill, hill.
arreat at the time.
Ellsworth, Sept. 9—Congressman Peters,
American
industries
over
and bridged
The county officials were then, and are
of Ellsworth, and Raymond Fellows, of
a bottomless pit.
faithfol
now, making an honest and
Bangor.
Tbe duty of every man begins at ft Goulds boro. Sept. 9—Charles H. Wood, effort to discover who committed the
of Bar Harbor.
! crime, and are trying not to be influenced
It is of vital importance to
home.
j by prejudice or by public clamor for a
himself and those dependent upon r
speedy arrest, as they realise folly that the
him that tbe industries of his owu

Pnmidant W. H. P. Faunca of
Brown univamity ia a pretty live
wira who keeps abreast of tho
times, has keen powers of observation and knows a good man
whan he sees him. Her# is what
he has to nay about the Republican candidate for tho presi-

|

Tbe Southern
be protected.
democrats who now control legiststion are not in sympathy with the ;
industrial industries of Maine and of

j

state

England; they
only with their own
legislation prejudicial

New

are

concerned

wants.
to

tbe

Thus
indus-

trial interests of New England and
favoring tbe South baa been enacted.
It is wrong, stupid, to permit one
section of tbe country to dominate j
all the rest and impair the genera)
welfare. To send democrats to Conbut
would
Maine
from
gress
the band of the group of

responsibility
finally

viction

>

Ellsworth, Maine, Aag. 18,1916.
Dunbar, esq., As*'t Attorney General,
Augusta, Maine.
Dear 8i*:--Replyin* to yonr favor of Aug.

j Oscar

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
at

home

from Bar Harbor.
Master Perry E. Maddocks celebrated
his second birthday Sept. 2. He received
s birthday cake from Miss Helen Had-

docks, and several gift*.

at

#

Senator JohnSouthern democrats,
The
son’s vote has already done.
voters of Maine are not so short-

are

|

f

J

—

1

as

Bryan and Dana Maddocks

“I have known Justice Hughes
intimately since ws ware stedenta together at Brown and

upon them,

Augusta, Aag. 16,1916.
Fred L. Mason, esq.. County Attorney, Ellsworth Me.
I am la receipt this morning
Diii 8i r;
of letter from State Detective
Colgan, in
which he states that he has sufficient eviin
8mall
the
Turnball
dence to hold Gay
case,
and adviaea arrest. Why not have the arrest
made at once?
Awaiting reply, 1 am.
Yours very truly,
O. H. Durbar,
Asst Attorney-General.

strengthen

sighted.

fall

very much
taken in thia case,
correspondence I
was

dency:

aeon-

the action
surprised
j
particularly in view of
had with the attorney1
general’s office at Augusts, which is hereto
appended in fall.
1

!

H.

16. iu re. the Turnbull case. 1 note that you
are in receipt of a letter from State Detective
Colgan, in which he states that he has
sufficient evidence to hold Guy Small, and
advi sea arrest.
Mr. Colgan has practically no farther evidence than we had when he came, and while

O

■

THINKS OF ANOTHER.

this year, as well as four con- ;
gressmen. It is inevitable, therefore,

burden of

CACTI ON NOTICK.
lTf HEKFAj*
Arthur Gmy has left his
father's home without just cause, age
It
16 years. I forbid all persona trusting him on
my account after this date.
Otis W. Gray.
rimed
Bluenill. Aug. 24. 1916.

WHAT ONE BIG MAN

tors

and the

of this brutal murder.

Fbsd L. Mason,
County Attor ney.

arrest, that he had taken such
action. The first knowledge that we had
of the arrest came from Small’s attorney,
asking whit time bad been fixed tor

MASON,

2-tgal Xoticrs.
adThe local merchant 'cho doe* not
to
rertise is throwing open the door
mail-order house, which does advertise
and which is looking for just such openings. v

investigation

being brought

and

have aean him a thousand times
at work and at play. No man of
our generation has a finer combination of character and inteiIact. Absolutely fearless, unselfish, loyal to American idsala, ha
ia worthy of a nation's trust.
“All his friends know that behind the dignity of bearing ia a
rich fond of humor and good fellowship. Whether he is climbing
a mountain, reading novels, play*
ing with his children, resisting a
political lobby or delivering the
opinion of the supremo court, he
is ever the same rugged, democratic, fair minded American.
Hie varied experience has given
him wide horizon and sympathy with every aspect of American life.
“He posssases two qualities
rarely found together—the judicial temper and the capacity for
swift and resolute action. Under his administration the fog
which now besets many public
questions would be cleared away.
“His penetrating mind goes to
the heart of any subject he selects and strips off the irrelevant
at once. Such a mind is peculiarly needed amid tha intricate
problems tiat new oonfront
America.
“We need more than good Intentions. We need clear vision,
sound judgment, strong will, unhesitating decision. In short, wo
need Charles E. Hughes."
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NOYKCftu OP KOKKCLO IKE
TTT'HHREAS Colo* P. Cushing, of IllnehiH,
r
county of Hancoek. and State of
Maine, by hia mortgjge deed dated the 12th
day of April. 1915. sad recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds, book 512, page 438.
conveyed to Marcellos Coggan. of Bluehill,
aforesaid, three certain lots of land situated
in Bluehill aforesaid, and bounded and de
scribed aa follows via.:
First Lot: Beginning at the center of the
highway leading by the house of Charles P.
Cushing opposite a stake; thence by the center of said high way southerly to land of Beniamin C. Saunders; thence east rly by said
baundera land to the pastare of the said
Charles P. Cushing; thence northerly by said
pasture to a stake; thence westerly to the
first-meatteaed bound and place of beginning.
second Lot: One-half in common and undivided of the pasture of Charles P. Cashing. bounded westerly by other land of the
said Charles P. Cashing and the first lot
hereinabove described; southerly by land of
Benjamin 6. Saunders and the witbam field,
so called; easterly by said Witham field and
land of John Dority; northerly by Clark
field, so called, and land formerly owned by
John Hamilton Dodge.
Thi! d Lot: One-half in common and undivided of lot number 41 of the second division
of lota and of one-third of lot number 36 of
the second division of lots according to the
the town of Blnehill, said one-third
plan of
being the easterly side of said lot number 36
a* divided and lying on the aide line of said
lot namber 41 exeepting part of lot number
41 bought by NatJAn Parker of Lemuel 8. Osgood, being the same property described in a
deed from Charles P. Cashing to Colon P.
Cushing dated the 27th day of August. 1913,
and recorded in Hancock county registry of
deeds, book 500, page 168.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been orokea, and now remain
broken and unperformed, now, therefore, by
reason of
the breach of
the conditions
thereof. I claim a foreclosure of said mortMarc ell era Coocae,
gage.
Rise Hill, Me., Aug. 20. 1918.
Mortgagee.

AAIxT^'"

STATE OF
To tb* Hoo. Jostle* of tb* Supreme JuSi.i.,
Court B*st to b* b*ld st
];
for tb* county of Hancock. on the
*ecol(1
Tne-ds, of April, *. d. ISIS.
r*pr*»*ot,. Wllltaa t
Its;***, of Boetoo, S.ste ol
•ett*. tbst b* Is seiied In fee
simple and
tenant in common of and in two certain
cel* of real estate situated In Deer Isle Htn
cock county. State of Maine, described
,0‘
Iowa, to wit:
lat lot.
Beginning at the east si.ieof Se*k.
ao
went Harbor,
called, at a marked birch tr»
on the bank; thence easterly eighty
more or leas, to the fence on the r<. *d ruarin#
from Stoningtea «o North Deer Isle;
southerly on the road by **ii fmeeeierei
rods to land formerly of William R*,aM.
thence westerly by said Rsvnes and uicrtV
four rods to the shore to » marked triethence nor bevaicrly by said snore to the
bound begu
at, cootaioing six arret. nor.
or ieas. beio^ th* aame premises
couveyei 5*
John R*yn- to Joseph Baynes by
October 10 a. d. l*3i. atd r*
; ln
c ck coant
of
deed,
iu hook im
registry
page 23*
2d lot.
Beginning on said road at the
n rtheaat c truer a/ a lot of land onveyel b»
William Ru nes t*T. B. Ma>m.. the ,« rna
mug west* !y by the same sinr fmr
more or lea
to the northeast ccruer ol ,\b.
Haynes lai ; thrace running no-th ic he
abodescribed taree i.ot, mo or
parcel
leas; thenct ->y the above ce
par no
said road m ly- four rods; Lec*
jthe:
by
fee rod a
aaid road
to the bound oeg a at
and contai; eon a; *1 one-itf-h »cr-« mo ror
he »4r*e pietwi-i
leas, being
(to
...ej
Joseph Ra tea by dn.0 <>i W * am R.- nes
dated Augi. t24th n. d !«-»
cord iia
said registr f. in booh 4V1, page 2¥n>.
That >ou petitioner is .he owner of .ree
undivided j- xth parts thereo’
or., aoa
with ttoiancl Raynea. of sah1 Deer Isle. ibo
ia seized of t--42 parts thereof, and GeorgeB.
Raynea, Jobu Raynea. William Raynea mi
Edward Ra_' nea. all of «aid Derr Isle, ted
v» •.<
ad
Joseph Rayjies. of Cha'ieatow
t Res side
l.cnorn Wiiaou.
art
each seized c-f 1-42 pstn tbereot. aud Mab P.
Haskell am Ernest Ha^ke'l. both of <«*
York CiV} N- Y., who a»e each a ized :>? 1-12
thereo y that your peiitiA-ncr is inormed and »elieves that the above namec sre
all of tbecoranants and persons interested in
above described real estate: tost your j-vtitinner de-ir* ato hoi*4 h«» laid interest in aid
real estate it; severalty.
Wherefore he prays tha: notice to ai: arsons interested in said real estate may o» ordered; that judgment for partition be m tde:
that three csmBaiaiMrrs be ap;oiated to
mane partilions, and hr* interu: set out to
him to lx- be d .n fae and in severalty.
Dated Dec. 1* It!4.
William A Kayxir
And cow comet the said p airnifl. b/ hit
attorney, Fred L. Mason. ard says th^r he
alleged in hia pel it it. n that G»oige B. Kay net
ai d John kay»> s»a*i Edward rtaynes »cieot
Deer Isle; that be now finds that they arc uoi
resident* of Derr laic; that be hsa madrtiUJgent search and nude lost Jon; Rayset it
confined in the insane hospital at Batrfot;
that he bae been unable to iearc. the whereabout* of either George B. Raynei or Edvard
Raynea.
Wherefore said plaintiff prays tb a. notice
by publication may be given to the said
George B. Haynes and Edward Baynes andfsll
other person* interested in said Ur.d wbote
names and
wkeiesoaau are to your pelf
lioaer uuknown.
WititsM A. Rsi ses.
£ept. 4, 1916.
By Fred U. Mason, his attorney.
Motion graatod
Anno W. Rim.
Justice 8a J. Coart.
STATE OF MAINEH ns coca a*.—Supreme Judicial Court. Ia
vacation. September 4.1916
Upon the annexed petition
thereunder made thix day, ordered: That tne
petitioner give notic* of the pendency of the
petition te George B. Raynea and &**w
May nea, who are named in the petition**®*
Deer lale* Maine, but whose residences are
not in said Deer Isle, as the petitioner *•***»
in hie motion and whose residence *a*P*‘
titioner now allege* in hia said motion are
unknown to him. and to all other persoDsin*
te rested iu the premises described in tne petition whoa* names and residences are unknown* bv causing a copy of »-»id petition,
said motion thereunder and of
thereon to be published three weeks consecunewstively in the Ellsworth American, a
paper printed and published in E
Hancock county, Maine, the first publication
na
te be thirty days at least before the $«c<
Tuesday of October. 1916. that *1»
courw
Judiciai
appear before our Supreme
then and there to be held in said Eoswo
and answer to said petition.
Arno W_ Kin6,
Justice Supreme Judis’.a* coonA true copy of the petition, motion andw
der of court thereon.
Attest;-T. F. MaaortT*
Clerk >. J- tourt-
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roBECLOSl KE.
Haley Pierce of h‘4
!-»»•“£
Hsncock county. Maine, 0}
rr«r«o
gage deed, dated Sept. 10. 1»T. and is
deed,
ol
in Hancock county registry
rderer.
441. pngs 179. mortgaged to Margaret A.
law of said LaSoIne, deceaard. s
NOTICE or

WHEREAS

[*'
\

To the creditors of Louis Marcus, of Stemisgton, in the county of Hancock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on thettlfc
day of August a. d. 1918. the said
Louis
Marcus
was
duly
adjudicated
bankrupt; hud tha* tha first meeting of his
creditors will be held ui my office in Ellsworth.
Maine, on the 4th day of October, a. d. 1918, at
16 o'clock in the forenoon, nt which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint s trustee, eaamine the bankrupt and
transact such other business as assy properly
come before said meeting.
William E. Vamxft,
Beferee in Bnnkrmptcy.
Ellsworth, Ms.. Sept. &, 1918.

NOTICE

pewt'5*l«|

id
norm
rock! theacs running
non
11.0 rods to s stake: thence
39 degrees and 30 minutes wes:
(Ut
a field feaee: thence
north i:
14.71 roda tan stake in the corner of the *'
lninul**
15
and
thence nesth 43 degrees
14J rode following the fold fence to v »
east line; thence
aotalh 30 degree*
Jmlnntee west 133 roda to land of E.
kins; thence easterly parallel
J
8.5 reds to a slake; thence
nod M minutes 31 rods to the norn
of said road; thence easwrly folio
north line of anid rond 15,5 rod. to
cosr
at. Being the mine frtmitts
by deed"
Harry L. Sprlnger to me And
Aag. S3 1007, to lie recorded.
the undersigned, have been duly
eS.
administrator with the will anaocea*^<
tate of the sad* Margaret A. Pier®**
®
and whereas the condition of aaid
I
b •• been broken, now therefore, by r .g^e,
m
the breach of the condition of said
1 claim a foreclosure thereof.
Dated Ellsworth, Me., An* ®.
Fssd L Mas"**,
Administrator with the will ana
marked

degrees

by

a
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•100 Reward. SI00
The reader* of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease that science has been able to cure in all
its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Care ia the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and
giving the patient strength by building up
the constitution and assisting nature in doing
its work. The proprietors have so much
faith in Its curative powers tbst they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails
I to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
| Address: F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Halloa Family Pills for constipation.
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In the District Court of the United States ter
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
Louis Mabccs,
Ao

Bankrupt.

.^

KU.woTtb

.*£**1,
iortral«
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Probate

of

Arsens, Aug. 24.19ML
/red L. Mason. Esq.. County Attorney. Elistrorth. Maine.
Brother Mason:— I was called
up from
Bar
Harbor
interested
in
by
parties
the Turnbull murder case who had consulted with Mr.
Colgan and local attorneys with regard to arresting Small. I
and wife on farm, Oct. 1; man for
asked Colgan if be had sufficient evidence to
general farm work; woman to run house
Everything furnished
warrant an arrest and he said he thought be
nod board A to 5 men.
Address J
G-'od job, good pay
had. I told him to make one i! in his judg- in house
R. Wallace. Indian Point. Me.
ment it was desirable.
I have cot been able to follow this case
closely, and I have no doubt but that your !
*
v
/•
judgment in regard to it is better than mine.
at 20 State Street. « rooms in
But a bearing in the Municipal Court may
hallway, flash
eluding Uratorv and
give an opportunity to sift oat the evidence bow;, electric light*, fitted for hot at d cold
rent
and will at least afford a chance for the State water at sink and bath tub. Excellent
for family wit tout chi’dren. Apply to C. C.
to show publicly what it has and quiet cerBraaitL. on the premise*.
tain rumors that seem to be prevalent about
Bar Harbor.
I have found that my department was being j
very severely criticised by some leading men
CARD or THANK*.
in Bar Harbor who would try to make poli- ; TTTE wish to thank the neighbors and
tics out of anything from a Sunday school
Yf friends for their kindness to cur aunt.
Nutter, during her illness and
picnic to a murder. Personal !y Ido not un- Mrs. Lucy
death and’ for the many beautiful flowers.
derstand that sort of thing, but when it comes
Mia* Liv* Tibbetts.
to my notice 1 try to meet it as well as I can.
Joss H Fbkbthey.
Joseph M. Tibsett*.
I shall not, of coarse, attend the hearing at
Brock!in. Me Sept. 4. 19iA
I would
the Bar Harbor Municipal Coart.
like to get a full report oa this case, and preCARD OP THANKS
sume I shall receive one when Colgan gets
TfrE wish mort sincerely to thank our
home. I have no doubt at ail but that you are
friends and neighbor* who so kindly
ft
our
bereavement, also for the
doing and have done everything that is pos- assist«d in
beautiful floral tribute*.
sible to get this mstter straightened out
Mb and Mas Gboros Mooee.
Me. asd Mes. Sidxky Mooee.
right. Certainly 1 want to help you.
Me. aed Men. Robert Yore,
Years very truly,
i'uirsci Tocetblottb.
W. £L Pattangall,
Ellsworth. Ms Sept. 5. 1614.
/
Attorney General.
CARD OP THANK*.
TIrE desire to extend to friends and neigh» un use aoo\e statement oi tne iacis
1
W bora oar sincere thanks and grateful
shall make do comments, bat will leave it
appreciation for their kindness and sympathy showu in so many ways during the illto the fairness and good sense of the pubness and at the death of our wife and mother.
lic to judge whether or not petty politics
Richard Haveii and Family.
Ellsworth. Sept. 4. .914.
is
into the

after the

I

Register

TENEMENT

was

iuau

-FOR-

M\N

myself
early morning train

the

of Bar Harbor

BfiantcU.

at the

where

Sherman

'"v.

County Attorney.

Aug. 11, 1916.

us on

and after

said that

an arrest.

be

All OVSt the Country, the leaders of
both great parties are listening for
the message from Maine. The State,
too, will elect two United States sena

hts arrest

scause

persons from whom we had
evidence, including Guy Small.
We were with Stale Detective Colgan
from Friday, Aug. 11, until Monday afternoon, Aug. 14, when State Detective Colgan wanted to have Guy Small arrested,

of Maine this year.
Upon them devolves the honor part of spokesman-

ship

to

the various

government.
The dnty of voting
ticularly pleasing for

en-

obtained

in

Unless,

by otherB,

was

met State

and

premises

cvuiiimtru.

exercises hie right to vote, he sacrifices jnst so mnch of his citizenship,
and acknowledges himself a man

willing

to

came

Ellsworth,

view the

im-

reason,

who

Silsby
Colgan

tective

citizen of this gov-

“by the

obtained

tail tbe evidence obtained up to that time,
we took him to Otter Creek, that be might

under the firm

that

an

evidence

advisable

not deem it

for which he has been nominated.

on

Tbe

F.

Albion

[

tirely circumstantial, and tbe officials did
can-

has since continued the business alone.
term

The State Klection.

portant part

directed

j Creek.

Sheriff

well

privilege
play

are

Stratton
4 Wescott until 1936, when Mr. Wescott
bought out Mr. Stratton’s interest. He
was run

support.

It is the

in-

in tbe

county treasurer.

business of P. H. Stratton.

candidate for governor and a county
ticket fully worthy their undivided

of every voter to

the

Following

w*« born in
until more positive evidence could be obSeptember 24, 1861, a son tained. tending either to show ms guilt
He
was
Wescott.
of the late Giles G.
more strongly, or to eliminate him.
educated in the public *ebools of Penob- I
The State of Maine makes an approand
and
after
a
few
scot.
years farming
priation for tbe investigation of crime,
Bar
lumbering with his father, went to
and place* it at tbe disposal of the atHarbor, where he learned the carpenter’s torney-general of Mime. 1 made an aptrade.
plication to Attorney-General W. R. PatAfter his marriage in 1SS9. he made his
tangail, for a competent detective to assist
borne in Ellsworth, and worked at his the
county officials in the investigation of
trade here until 1900. when, with Harry this murder.
C. Stratton, be bought out the hardware
He detailed State Detective Lawrence J.

didate for

and the American workman should
have the first chance in the markets

day

case.

with

IT.

South Penobscot

farmer, the American manufacturer

Maine.

WESCOTT.

P.

Ellsworth,
Candidate for County Treasurer.
Horace F. Wescott, of Ellsworth,

candidate for congressman. John
A. Peters, of Ellsworth, who stands
firm in his belief that “the American

day

statsment

plain

a

connection

in

investigation suspicion was
toward Guy Small, of Otter

Early

j

of

own

election

facts

Mrs. Emma Turnbull was murdered on
Aug. 4, 1916, at Otter
Creek, and immediately upon being notified thereof Sheriff Silsby and myself began an investigation of tbe crime, in
which investigation we received the fullest co-operation and assistance of Chief
of Police Gerry and Deputy Sheriff Clark,
i both of Bar Harbor.

SEPTEMBER 6, 1916.

is

county, to make

the afternoon of

Tbe

given to their objection to Southern
democratic tariff legislation than by a
rousing vote for the two candidates
of United States senator and for their

Monday

Ellsworth. Maine, Aug. 22. 1916.
R. Putt angel I, Attorney General.
Augusta. Maine.
Dear Sir:—State Detective Colgan has toduy arrested Guy Small for the murder of
Emma Turnbull, oa a warrant from Bar Har| bor Municipal Court.
! This was done without my knowledge and
without notifying me. and was ,a great surprise to me. as I bad previously talked ibis
I very thing over with M*. Colgan and strongly
advised against an arrest at this time.
When I talked with Mr. Oolgan to-night be
said he was ordered by you to make the arrest if a warrant was issued.
1 still thick
that the arreut at this time is a mistake,
i Mr. Colgan has obtained very little evidence
( in addition to that we bad when he came, and
does not seem to be making any material progress at this time. I think mat. subject to
I your approval, he had better be recalled for
the present.
The bearing will probably be bad on Thursday next, at two o'clock p. m. at Bar Harr«or
M unci pal Court, and I shad conduct the
hearing unless yon care to be present and
take charge. Awaiting your reply, I remain.
Yours very respectfully.
Fred L Mason.
Hoa.

I

tbe facts:

Hancock county republicans should
roll up a good majority next Monday.
No more emphatic expression can be

Next

of this
of the

vestigation of this

copies.

per week for 1914,

Average

County Attorney.

people of

believe that the

announttmmt*

VOTE FOR

mistake.
Yours very truly.
Fred L. Mason.

county, as a whole, are sbove playing politics with one of tbe moat brutal
murders ever committed in this State. I
am constrained, in justice to the officers

kdrertlslr g Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on ap v tcaiton

Tbis week’s

firmly

s

this

1

political

it is true that the magistrate would probably
bold him. still the evidence against him is
weak and falls far short of being enough to
convict.
He shows no disposition to get away, and in
my judgment an arrest at this time would be

€oTtt9?onDcncf.

Two experienced operators on Wheeler

& Wilson sewing machines.

J9l6MASOJi,

SAWYER BOOT A SHOE CO.
Bangor, Maine

"‘“‘i”ul*rP
sdm
he has been duly appointed
THE
of the estaW of
,nbscrlber hereby

fires

tor

Experienced Nurse

on

sore,

Maternity

sonable.

lIVa».

on

^
pereJt4i*

iece**fji

maaaage and local treatment*. !
caaea ■ specialty.
Term, reaCommunicate by letter with

DELLA LUCKlSGti,
Ellaworth, Me.,
care of G. H. Waaaon, or
phone 77-ffll,
North Ellaworth.

VAN BCBKN OOBDON. lute Of St
in the county of Hancock.
given bonds as the law directs. *
sons
having demands
are desired «>
deceased
of said

a**l“*J

Pre««ni

Fde5t«d

I ihirc^'^^d wl'mlkde jlf—*
rea‘“*,T-

Sept. 3 1»1».

A»kt..«

August*. M
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national park
HIGHWAY OPEN
Short Line Connection to tha
Pacific Coast

ENTERS THE YELLOWSTONE.
The Roadway la Tarmed tha Salt LakaYellowatona Highway and Connacta
With tha Lincoln Highway, Midland
Trail and Pika'a Routa to tha Pacific

Coast—Built

on a

Watar Grada.

A direct, short line connection, term
ed the Balt Lake-Yellowstone highway,
between the Lincoln highway. Midland

trull and 1‘lke's route to the Pacific
cuust. at Salt Lake City and Ogden,
Utah, the Yellowstone Nationul park
and all points In northwestern United
States, is now open to auto traffic.
Tlie highway Is built on a wnter
grade and passes between the Wasatch
range and the Great Salt lake lu Utah,
oortlierly through the Cache, Mahul
and Bear lake valleys hi Idaho, to
Ida.

The Idaho-Pacific or
Pocatello.
Oregon trail branches ut this point
northwesterly through the watershed
of the Snake and Columbia rivers to
Spokane. Seattle nud coast poluts.
Prom Pocatello north to Yellowstone

park the highway traverses the upiier
Snake river valley on the same water
grade over the Captain Bonneville trail
to a point near the western border of
the park and then skirts the park to
the western entrance at Yellowstone.
MOIll.

Approximately $3,000,000 tons been
spent in the construction of the high-

larger number of small road
way.
associations have been working for the
past eight years toward its completion. Several years ago it lias desig
natisl a part of a Joint system of state
highways by the highway commissions
of l'tah and Idaho and the major part
of the construction work achieved with
state and county uld.
Early In lOlti
these smaller organizations met with
the county commissioners along tinA
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RIGHT AND WRONG WAY.
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The right way to build roads la
to build them so good that
they
last.

along the

route.

NATIONAL ROAD CONGRESS.
A. A. A. Chairman Saya Tima la Ripa
For Meet ct Waahington.
“Unquestionably the tune has arrived
tor a great national roail congress to
be held once a year In the national
capital under federal government direction.” assorts George C Diehl. chairman of the good roads board of the
American Automobile association.
Washington
“This
in
gathering
would Ik* under the auspices of the
United States office of public roads and
rural engineering of the department of
agriculture, and the event could be

comprehensive in its scope.
There could be a complete exhibit of
road machinery and road materials;
there could be sample construction of
various
of
kinds
highways; road
made

schools could be conducted for state,
county and town engineers, and various technical phases of the work
could be set forth by trained experts.
“Then there would come the interrelated phases of road travel and road
transportation. Undoubtedly the department of the Interior, because of its
national parks, would set forth the
scenic attractions which are under govVarious states
ernment su]>ervision.
would be given opportunity of advertising their attractions. All around,
an assemblage could be brought about
which would prove exceedingly effective.”
A Boomerang.

That bad roads constitute a strong
argument for good roads is illustrated
by the following item from the Mound
City (Kan.l Sentinel: “C. A. Stites of
Farlinville. in Linn county, Kan., called a mass meeting of those opposed
to rock roads, and only sixteen attended. In a published statement why
tbe crowd was so small Mr. Stites
•tated that it was ‘on account of the
fain and bad roads.'

sweep.”
Time

was

battery stood

|

whom Colonel Anstruther Thomson
In the hunting field none captivate
the imagination like the brothers Leamon of IvybrUlge—“two thin, delicate
looking old men, twin brothers, seventy-two years old, with white hair,
very gentle and courteous In manner,
red cutaway coats, white cords, black
boots, caps and gloves; most respectable and nothing slungy about them;
they are so alike you can hardly tell
them apart."
When past sixty years of age one
night after hunting one of them said
to the other:
“I have lieen thinking neither of us
can have much loBfeer to live in this
world, and it will be a terrible thing
for the survivor to have to remain here
alone. Don't you think one of us ought
met

to

......

All of the beautiful scenic mountainsections of Utah and Idaho lying
contiguous to the Yellowstone National
park are reached by this main highway
and auxiliaries.
«
It also serves as the main trunk high
way and basis of a general scheme of
connecting county road systems in the
seventeen counties of the two states

Tornado of Death Into the

when the commander of a
near his guns and shouted commands to his gunners. Today
the artillery officer may be two or
three miles away directing operations
by telephone from an observation post
In view of the enemy's works.
The
observatory may be a ruined house, a
tree trunk, a shell crater or a haystack,
and from this point he observes the
accuracy of the fire of his battery and
telephones Instructions to the gunners
WANING OF THE HORSE.
In the rear, altering the range when
Dp. Rowe Predicts Its Practical Disap- necessary and communicating any enemy movements, so that the shells soon
pearance From Roads In Ten Years.
find n new mark.
“Another ten years will see national
Instruments of precision nnd careful
roml systems covering every section of
calculations are of course necessary to
the country—the greatest
practical
fight a battery In this manner, many
step In the direction of preparedness allowances
having to be made for the
that could be made.” says I)r. II. M.
difference In height, distance and angle
Howe, the newly elected president of
between the battery commander and
the American Automobile association.
the guns under his charge.—Exchange.
“In a decade we shall begin to have
separate roads for freight traffic and
TWINS AND A WEDDING.
passenger traffic, and the horse and
mule will have inractically disappeared.
Our present highways will be greatly I Simple Method of Solving a Matrimonial Problem.
multiplied and largely Increased in
width and improved in quality. No
The late Colonel Anstruther Thomother country on the face of the earth son in his “Eighty Years' Reminiscan make such good and profitable use cences" tells the story of a remarkable
of good roads as the United States of marriage.
America. We will eventually excel in
Of the many quaint “characters"

....

ous

a

Ranke of the Enemy.
Since the Introduction of the modem
quick firing gun and the perfection of
“time" shrapndT and high explosive
shells new and scientific methods of
rapid firing have been developed. When
a
rapid and overwhelming fire Is
wanted, the range Is found, and the
ground within the limits of the prescribed area Is swept from end to end
with a tornado of fire.
In the French army this Is called a
rafale la squall or gust). It Is a series
of eight rounds per gun, each two
rounds being laid to burst 100 yards
farther than the last, thus sweeping
an area of say 400 yards with a rain
of Bhrapnel or a devastating series of
high explosive shells. “Sweeping" fire
Is a series of three rounds per gun, one
In the original line, one to the right
and one to the left. This Is also, and
Blgnlflcantly, called “mowing.” A further combination Is called “search and

+
+
+
T*e wrong way Is to build +
them apparently good and waste
d*
money In constant repair.
4. I
The right way produces a road d*
which Is always lit for service.
dThe wrong way not only re- +
quires constant expenditure for d4
upkeep, hut gives a road that Is d4
not fit for use for a
long period d4
previous to the actual making of d4
repairs.
4.
Roads built the right way re- d4
quire small cost for maintenance d4
and permit the use of funds for d4
new work.
4.
Maintenance, the heaviest ex- d4
pcnse with the wrong kind of d4
road, has been built Into the d4
road.
4.
Roads built the wrong way d4
reach
a point where all
quickly
d4
available funds for road work d4
are constantly needed for main- d4
tenance and repairs.
d4
The right way makes the road d4
tax productive. It satisfies those d4
who pay and those who use.
d4
The wrong way antagonizes d4
both.
d4
4*
*|> »J. »J« *|» .J. «J« .j. .J. .J.
aja aja »J« aja aja aja

■

glon.

Hurling

4*

route and the two state highway com
missions and formed the Utah-Idalm
Yellowstone Highway association fui
the state purpose of completing a few
unfinished sections, doing general repair work, shortening the route in sev
eral localities, making the highway
Ireat Salt lake to Yellow
from
store park ,.r :t r!a«s a*’d covtlncous
for use this year and maintaining and
patrolling it throughout the season.
The Salt I.uke-Yellowstone highway
not only furnishes an outlet for park
bound traffic of the Lincoln highway.
Pike’s peak route and Midland trail
from California and eastern United
a u.. l f
States at Salt Y.al.e and O
...o> t i.
tratli.- oil’ toe nor.be.o
park and cut of the Yellowslouc cn
tbo
n >•
lor
bound
trance
(branching at Pocatello. Ida.) and California and eastern points via Ogden
and Salt Lake, but it is the only direct north and south connection lietween these central western and northern routes in the Rocky mountain re

RAPID FIRING GUNS.

4
+

iv. .,!Xn OP

MU2 POliSr.

that us we do In many other things.
Ttiere have been wonderful changes in
all matters relating to transportation
since the introduction of the motorcar,
but there are still greater things to

marry?"

“Yes." was
thought so for a
“Well, do you
"Yes.: 1 do.

the

reply.
long time.”

“I

have

know of any lady?”
Is there any one you

fancy?”
On comparing notes It appeared they
had both selected the same woman,
the manageress of the hotel at Oke-

hamptou.
“Well^ said one, “we have lived tocome.
gether all these years without a Win“We have worked for good roads for Word, and it's a pity we should fall out
the reason that they are of equal eco at our time of life."
nomie benefit in the final analysis to
So they tossed up which should marall, and it is only just and right that ry her. The winner rode down to Okehave
should
of
our
country
the people
hampton next morning and was acthe advantages to which they are en- cepted. All three lived together, and

titled. We have worked for unrestricted intercourse between the states
through the use of motorcars, because
that is a constitutional right that has
We have asked for
been denied us.
equal taxation. That is another constitutional right that has been set aside,
partly because we submitted to it willingly, I admit, but it is an injustice
and constitutes unfair treatment just
rne

same.

"In addition, the owners of motorcars are being subjected to all sorts of
petty annoyances—si>ecial taxes, liand rules and regulations reuse of lights and many
restrictions, seldom alike In two places,
and which subject decent men and women to arrest and conviction, often for
Much has
the most trivial reasons.
been accomplished. It Is true, but there
yet remains much to be accomplished
before It can be truthfully said that
the owner of a motorcar is not subjected to annoyances and unfair treatment which is not visited upon those
who employe other road vehicles."
censes

garding traffic,

Device Measures Road Wear.
To the casual bystander the mixing
of all concrete may seem to be the
same process repeated over and over
again according to the same formula.
This Is not so, however, ns different
proportions of l^fcgredients are used for
the different purposes which the finished product must serve. Particularly Is this so lu the case of concrete
roads. To determine the durability of
this or that mixture In actual service

engineers have devised apparatus by

which the wear on a concrete road surface from year to year can be determined to 1-1,000 of an Inch. The device Is described In the Engineering
Record. The results of such tests will
not Improve the condition of the particular road on which they are made,
but they will indicate how better roads
may be built In the future.
Ohio Road Making.
The Ohio highway commission has
awarded contracts for the ImproveWith
ment of 267 miles of highway.
these contracts the amount of road
work rfwarded reaches $4,000,000.

the wife nursed both brothers in their
last illness and was left their money.
The Three Scutarie.
There nre three places named Scutari
—one In Albania, one opposite to Constantinople and one In southern Greece.
It is curious that each name comes
The
from a different original form.
Greek Scutari is otherwise Scatari, the
Albanian one Is the Illyrian Scodra,
and the Asiatic one is the Turkish UsThis last means a courier
kudar.
carrying royal otders from station to
station and commemorates the fact
that this place, the ancient Chrysopo
iis or City of Gold was the starting
point of the Asiatic couriers.
How Ho Got the Moon.
John Henry Maedler, the astronomer,
whose favorite study was the moon,
having learned that Frau Witte, the
wife of the state councilor, owned a
wonderful model of his pet luminary,
spent years trying to gain possession
of It. As her husband was living, he
could not marry the owner of the model. so he married her daughter, and at
the death of his mother-in-law the coveted moon became his.

plan—a peripatetic,

or

travelling

Bad Summer for Children.
There has been an unusual amount of sickness among children everywhere this sumExtra precautions should be taken to
mer.
Foley
keep the bowels open and liver active.
Cathartic Tableta are a fine and wholesome
A

pain, nausea or griping.
Relieve indigestion, sick headache, biliousness, soar stomach,bad breath.—Moore's Drug
physic;
Store.

cause

no

Selected INVESTMENTS

conven-

tion. It will open at Sargentville Sept. 12,
and continue at Surry, Hancock and Bar
Harbor in order on tbe following days.
The campaign to put Hancock county in
tbe front line in Sunday echool work this
year is being puebed. One
important
work is in teacher training, which has
been started in five schools in this county
this year.

Picked with greatest

Hancock

care

after

thorough

investigation of each

YIELDING 4% to

|

MARINE LIST.

Central Maine Power Company ist s*
Cumberland County Power and Light ist 5*
Portland Railroad Company ist 5s
Anson (Maine) Water District 4 i-as
Central riaine Power Co. 7s Pfd., and others.

2

Z
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Franklin—Ar Aug 81, sch James Rotbwell,
Camden
West Sullivan—Ar Aug 81, sch Mary B Wellington, Boston
Ar Sept 4, sch Mabel E Goss
Bass Harbor—In port, Sept 2, schs American
Team, bound east; Northern Light, St Martin's, N B. for Fall River, with lumber
Southwest Harbor, Sept 2—The schooner
Alaska, of Machias, lumber laden, Walton,
N S, for New York, sprung aleak Aug 80
when ten miles northeast of Petit Menan,
Capt Johnson headed the vessel for Southwest Harbor, and succeeded in getting her
here with the assistance of the coast guard at
Cranberry Isles station. To-day the vessel
was towed to Rockland to be hauled out for

A

Our valuable and extensive service and statistical department is
maintained for use and benefit of Maine investors

x

2

I

A8K US FIRST

Z

With

1

repairs.

us

you can invest any amount from *100 up in safe bonds.

BEYER, SMALL & GREENWOOD,
INVESTMENT SECURITIES

225 WATER

BORN.

7%

WE BUY, SELL AND ESPECIALLY RECOMMEND

♦

County Ports.

STREET,

AUGUSTA, MAINE

....
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FOWLER—At Brooksville, Aug 80, to Mr and
Mrs Lemuel Fowler, a daughter. I Olive
May |
GATCOMB—At Hancock, Aug 21, to Mr and
Mrs Dewey Gatcomb, a daughter.
GROSS—At Bucksport, Sept 1, to Mr and Mrs
Thomas Gross, a sou.
HILLGROVE—At Franklin, Sept 2, to Mr and
Mrs L R Hillgrove, a son.
JUDKINS—At Stonington, Aug 14, to Mr aud
Mrs Frank Judkins, a son.
LEACH—At Penobscot, Sept 2, to Mr and Mrs
Pearl C Leach, a daughter.
SEEKIN8—At Stonington, Aug 21, to Mr and
Mrs Ralph E. Seekins, a son.
SNOW —At Bucksport, Aug 31, to Mr and Mrs
Haskell D Snow, a son.
WILBUR—At Eastbrook, Aug 25, to Mr and
Mrs Jasper A Wilbur, a son.

S^eLAMSON-’HUBBARD
“PEMBERTON”

THE EIGHT IN ONE SOFT HAT-AN ENTIRELY
NEW CREATION-MADE IN ALL COLORS

MARRIED.
DEWITT-FERNALD-At Bangor, Aug 31. by
Rev Edwin C Brown, Miss Evelyn G DeWi.l
to Percy L Fernald, both of Ellsworth.
M’INTOSH—BRAGDON—At Ellsworth, Aug
26, by Rev Henry W Conley, Mrs Maria G
McIntosh to Augustus N |Bragdon, both
of Ellsworth.
SAUNDERS-GRAY—At Bucksport, Sept 2,
by Rev William Forsyth, Miss Isadore Austin Saunders to Linwood H Gray, both of
Orland.

DIED.
HATCH—At South Deer Isle, Aug 30, Mrs
Hittie P Hatch, aged 83 years.
TOURTELOTTE-At Dedham, Aug 81. John
Tourtelotte, of North Ellsworth, aged 59
years.

^Lbucrtisements,

SEVERE RHEUMATIC
PAINS DISAPPEAR
Rheumatism depends on an acid
in the blood, which affects the
muscles and joints, producing inflammation, stiffness and pain. This
acid gets into the blood through
some defect in the digestive process.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the old-time
blood tonic, is very successful in the
It acts
treatment of rheumatism.
directly, with purifying effect, on
the b’ood. and improves the diges*-• n. T>-n’t suffer. Get Hood’s
today.

Sold by
Smith & Head

Ro^ultfi Count

Eastern Steamship Lines

PORTLAND_BANGOR_AUGUSTA_

all-thk-way-by-water

3000 Extra Miles

BANGOR LINE

J
Turbine Steel

Price is not the only consideration.
Quality is more
important. Investigate both

BliMrtc&y

ftailtoaba anti Steamboats.

OuTof Your Old Tires

Steamships BELFAST and
CAMDEN
daily at 2 p m for

'f Were you'going to buy new

Leave Bangor
Winterport,
Bucksport, Searsport, Belfast, Camden, Rock-

k

land and Boston.

Then wait

investigated

Maxotires. There are several
thousand miles more in your,
p
g old tires without blowouts,withpunctures, without trouble,.
| out
Find out about
—

jk

ings.

1 MsJccjtTr'&c?
J

TS-ouais-PROOF

—

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Direct Between Portland and New York
Steamships North Land and North Star.
Leave Franklin wharf, Portland, Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 6.30 p m. Also
Mondays at 10.30 a m, June 19 to September
11, inclusive.

this spring?

y

BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland daily at 5.30 a m, for Bar
Harbor and intermediate landings.
RETURN—Leave Bar Harbor daily at 1.30
p m, for Rockland and intermediate landBLUEHILL LINE
Rockland daily at 5.30 a m, for
Leave
Bluetaill and intermediate landings.
Leave Blnehill daily at 1 p m,
RETURN
for Rockland a id intermediate landings.
SEDGWICK LINE
Leave Rockland daily at 5.30 a m, for Sedgwick and intermediate landings.
Return—Leave Sedgwick daily at 3.00 p m,
for Rockland and Intermediate landings.
Steamers of the Mount Desert Lines connect at Rockland with Bangor Line steamer
from and to Boston.

ones

9 until you have

RETURNING—Leave India wharf, Boston,
daily at 6 p m.

Albert N. Cushman

f)
Y)
fl
H

Electrician and Contractor

8

Electric

Supplies and Fixtures
Ellsworth
Estey Building,

«

They cut

tire costs in two. They
make Ihote miles ana smiles.
Made
Ask today for
to fit any size tire.
facts, and proof that Maxotires ao all
our

and more than we claim. Let us show you
the MAXOTIRE and tell you who uses
them. Don’t buy new tires until you sea
us.
Maiotlres will save you both money

and trouble,

—

•

Telephone 38-11

iptaftBBionsl

£ar6e.

______

METROPOLITAN LINE.
Between Boston and New York,
13 1-2 Hours.
Route via Cape Cod Canal.
Express Steel Steamships MASSACHUSETTS and BUNKER HILL.
Leave North side, India Wbarf, Boston
week days and Sundays at 6 pm. Same service returning from Pier 18, North River, foot
of Murray St., New York City.
Direct

U. T.

SANBORN,

Agent, Bangor.

aiitittiigcmentfr
Deer Isle Sunday Schools.
Last winter announcement was made of
a competition between tbe Sunday schools
of Deer Isle, for Sunday school work. A
handsome cup, donated by a friend, was
tbe trophy to be awarded, to become tbe
permanent property of tbe school winning
ft three years in succession.
At the convention held at Deer Isle Aug.
18, Mrs. O. J. Guptiil exhibited the work
of tbe elementary department of the first
which
was
church
Congregational
awarded the cup, in competition with a
church
Sunset
splendid exhibit from tbe
and a very creditable exhibit from West
Stonington. Mr. Weir, the State secretary, in awarding tbe cup, said that be
had not seen such another exbibit, and be
did not believe another Bcbool in the State
could put on a better-one.

aubtrtiwmtnt*.

County 8. 8. Convention.
The Hancock County Sunday school
convention this year will be on a new

E. H.

BAKER, OPT. D.

Registered Optometrist

ALICE

SCOTT

H.

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Uuion Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of Portand, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drug
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

J)R-

WILLIAM SEMPLE

OSTEOPATH
Specialties: Nervous Diseases,

Diseases of Stomach.
Treatment and Consultation, by Appointment, in Ellsworth on Fridays.
Address Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor.’Maine
Telephones 1868 and 708-1

PLUMBING.
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST

Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 178-2.

Graduate Phil. Collin of 0atom,try

Office 153 Main SL, Residence 65 Oak St.

ELLSWORTH, ME.
2; About October 1, will move office to house.
Come iu and inquire about the

CommiBBion fHetcbanta.

1864

1916

NEW SIR WILLIAM CROOK'S LENSE
By wearing thisjlense light will not hurt the

BOSTON

eyes.

Appointments for Mondays, Tuesdays and Saturdays
Telephone 48-5 or postal card
27 years' experience in Boston, New York and
Philadelphia.

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.

COMMISSION

CLOTHING
Once more I am in a position to ask the patronage of the public, and place the name of
Friend before the public of Ellsworth and
vicinity as again entering the clothing business.
Come and inspect my line of suits and
pants. Let me save yon money.
Cleansing and Repairing Promptly Done.

DAVID FRIEND

<

MERCHANT9

Main Street,

Ellsworth

WANT YOUR]
Ellsworth- Bluehill
PRODUCTS
FARM
YOU CAN MAKE MONEY
auto line:
hundreds of
right around your home, just
Eggs, Live and Dressed, Poultry $_
OARROLL JOHN8TON
and
doing. Work is easy,
Auto leaves Ellsworth daily at 7.80
and
Potatoes
profitable. Be
pleasant and permanently
Veal,
Apples,
for Bluehill, via East Bluehill. Re4.80
p.
boss and build your
business.
as

men

women

are

own

ou take
?our

no

risk,

a. m.

own
sure profit right
address, one reference.

make

along. Send name,
L. Bhown, 66 Murray St., New York City.

m.

turning
Prioes, Shipping Tags, Dressing, Packing
and Shipping instrnctions, etc., sent free

leaves Bluehill at 9.00

a.

m.

and 6.00

BLUEH1EL.
Harold Bragg left Monday for Islam 1
Falla, where he haa employment.
Harold Morse, of Portland, is viaitin(
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Morse.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Prince and twi
children, of Bangor, are visiting Mrs
Prince’s brother, C. E. Greene.
his

At

republican rally

a

Saturday

next

Deasy, of

Bl uebiii. and L. B.

district
of the

an

Bar Harbor

T. S. Urindle has resigned
intendent of schools for the

Brooklin-Sedgwick
position as principal

o-

With such finished

superBluebil!

to

high

and for

a

dance

following.

Members of the village improvement
society give much of the credit for the
H.
E.
successful concert Aug. 2S,
to
Krebbiel and Franz Kneisei.
it was
owing to their influence that many of the
artists
their

were

pan, and
co-operation arc

induced to take

assistance

and

greatly appreciated.
Sept. i.

S.

_

V. I. CONCERT.

The musical coIodv at Parker Point, of
which jFranz Kneisel is tbe soul and
came to the help of
Village Improvement society

tbe Biuehiil

25 with

hall, which

centre,

a

not

was

concert in the town

only

of the

one

August

on

delightful

most

that the community has
enjoyed, but swelled tbe treasury of
society so considerably that the effect

musical affairs
ever

the

labors will doubtless soon be
charms added to the village.

of its
new

Artistically,
not
only for
performances,
ard set
the

the

concert

the

high order of all

by the program, which
of

in

notable

was

bui also for the

enjoyment

seen

high
was

tbe

in

I

longing

to the

The ether

junior

class,

ended

fit

Blue hill.

for

to his hand.

a

NORTH

Thomas

to teach

Choate went to Bangor and

Eugene Coie has gone to
wont for Frsnx Koeiael.

two,
Miss

in

en-

Northeast

Harbor, is at home for

Mrs. Gertrude

Clark and little

Agatha Hopkins, visited in Bangor
week.

companied by
who has

Mis*

tn

lass

home

spent several weeks

in

Bluehill to

Bangor.
M.

wife.

O. P.

is

Margaret

and

Rev.

penters at work making repairs
Wells homestead.

on

Ray had an accident at the
Sargentvilie last week, and
with a sprained foot.

Willie

ice

works in

Frank Hamilton,

who

is i

has

was

a

Dr. and Mrs. Beach left Sunday for their
New Haven.

the machines, bat

no one was

There
tourists

was a

E.

of automobiles
the home of Leslie

some

of

minor

damages

R. Dix, at Cambridge, Mass., is in

town.

Sept.

to

of

Mrs. Mary Orcutt is visiting in Sulli-

from this and other sections of

The
A. R. picnic
Hard-on's grove.
G.

j

SOL'TH BLCEHILL.
Mr. Richard and wife, ol Brocxton, wbo
have been visiting tbeir daughter, Mrs.
Frank Day, bave returned borne.

maintaining the artistic excellence of bave her go.
their work! That is what we had here in
W illiam Sullivan died at the borne of
Blnebill Saturday night in this summer bis daughter, Mrs. E. B. Simpson, Aug. 25.
He was about eigbty-six years of age. He
home of musicians.
Mrs.
It was the annual field day of the Blue- leaves a wife and two daughters,
and
Mrs.
Lizzie Fowler,
Simpson,
hiligolf ciub, the center of social activities both of this place, end one eon, Lewis, of
Elimination golf matches, Stonington. Mr. Sullivan moved bere
hereabouts.
tennis matches in the morning; water from Stonington a few years ago.
O.
Aug. 28.
sports—diving and fancy diving matches,
canoe-tilting, ooeucle races, hundredSEDGWICK.
matches
yard swim, etc, si noon; pulling
William H. Wilson snd lamily, ol Bosand
and feasting in the late afternoon
all.
ton, an here.
early evening, made a full day for
Miss Rnby Dority has returned borne
But the most interesting cvrnts were
reserved for the evening at the club- trom Bluehiil.
First a mcvicg-f.c'.are reprehouse.
William G. Holahan returned to New
sentation of,-he Starr-Slrobel wedding re- York Thursday.
last
ception, which took place here
Tbs Sunday school held a picnic at the
of
month; and, finally, the rendition
borne ol C. N. Rhode* last Friday.
_

wae

held

Margery Goodwin and daughter!
visiting in Bar Harbcr.
Jesse Rollins, who is painting at Seat
Harbor, is at home for a few days.
A ten-pound boy arrived at the home el
Mr. and Mrs. Rngene Butler, Sept. X
Mrs.

Janie

are

rattrlbnte their good

I toasa^eejBtoomfleldjW^^JjW* I

1

Chsagiai a—sons Bring Colds.
nose, tigh
“Stuffed-up bead," clogged-up ol
cold, am
mbit, son throat an sure signs
sure relief,
Lit. King’s New Discovery is
bal
of
antiseptic
dose of this combination

soothes the irritated membrane, clear
breath
the head, loosens the phlegm, you
easier and realise your cold is broken up
Treat a cold persistently; half-wnj'measure
leavo a lingering cough. Take Dr. Kiujt
ro
New Discovery until your cold la gone,
aw
« yean the favorite remedy for young
Me.
old. At your Druggist,

; samt

|

I
!

|

yw.

Mrs. Cura Hardison was called to
Harbor last week by the death of her
little niece, Althea Marshall.

Miss Maude Morse, who has spent her
vacation at Three Rivers, Quebec, with
her sister, Mrs. Harry Lincoln, is home.
Mr. and Mrs. James Parsons, of Lubec,
were guests of Mr. Parsons’ sister, Mrs.
R. H. Williams, over Sunday and Labor

day.
Harry Coombs, of this place,

and

Stella

Haj Fever, Asthma and Bronchitis.
Every sufferer should know that Foley’s
Hooey and Tar is a reliable remedy for
cougha, cold, bronchitis, hay fever and
i aathma. It stops racking oougba; heals raw,
inflamed membranes; loosens the phlegm
and eases
wheezy, difficult breathing.—
Moore’s Drug Store.
For

“What 1 said in recommendation ol
Doan's Kidney Pills before holds good,
and I can recommend them as the beet
kidney medicine on the market.”
Price 50c. at all dealer.. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s KidTsai
the same that Mr.
ney Pills
had. Foater-Milbum Co., Props., Buffalc
N. Y.
—

j

a

UMC Slide Action and Solid
—Wimerleee eed aefc. Skoot* 13 Shorts
.*» U>»« Rifl. CartriJ...
fc„ol

!

Ramrnftvn UMC S3 Cal. A*toloadinm

E

.43 «rtr,d<fi fo,
Miiuim ik Mk(^
frty
without to tit
REM OIL, Am tttm^nmumm PowJt SoUmt. Lmlr^nt
mnd Rust PrtmUttw
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Mmmfrlcn.
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home dealer and M2 other leading merchant*
in Maine
THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY
L train .Vaaa/ccturgrt if Fit imrmi mnd /4nn«a>L-M in ikm World
Wool worth Bnildi«<. New York

Sold by

your

!

Mias Gertrude Gower and Miss Spoffard,
Bocton. are with Mias Gower's mother

for

few weeks.

a

Frank M. Redman and son Carlton
to Newton Lower Falla,

Mrs.

y,

hare returned

Maas.
Him Abbie

Lam, of South

visiting Mrs. Joeepbine

Boston,

ie

Bunker.

Milton Freiier. of San Francisco. Cal., is
Mr. sod Mr*. Keoel R. Dority.

the guest of

Miss Carrie A. Grindell. of Boston, is

visiting

ber brother.

Mr. snd
here from

Mrs. B. K. Higgins have moved

Winner of world'i

McKinley.

Edith Snow and

Miss

highest

joined

his

a

J. Grindell,
family here.

of

H. A. Koehler and ton Howland
New Bedford, Mass., for a
Msrthi

Mias

is

You need

of Cambridge,

Brown,

spending a

few

weeks with

—

Panama-Pacific
Exposition.

have gene to
few weeks.

Mass.,

award

grand prire for
perfect lamp at the

has

Boston,

a

Baynes
Lamp

her

mother.

William Downey, af Koxbnry. Mass.,
is visiting his sister, Mrs. Archie C. Bayard.
Sim.
Aug. 28.
WEST TKEMONT.
Miaa Mildred Reed, who baa spent the
Mrs. Emma !
summer with her met ber,
Reed, returned to her work in Arlington

We Guarantee

to-day.

at

Maaset,

came

home

She will return to he* school at

Sunday.
Arling-

ton, Mass., Sept. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Bomer have moved
to

oe

Mrs. Best Murphy and children, af
Rockland, wbo have been visiting Mrs.

Murphy

oiynei Lamp

The

easy

owners

It prevents eye strain and should be used
for all reading, studying,
tewing or fine
work at night.

baa returned heme.

W. J.

Baynes

is the “lamp of pleased
Made and guaranteed by the
famousWelsbach Company of Gloucester,
N. J.
Write today for full details of the
superiority of the Baynes Lamp for your
home or store.

anaolutely *afe,

it

dean, odorless, smokeless, noiseless,
to light and made to last a lifetime.

McKinley.

William

Lamp-

This wonderful lamp surpasses gas or electricity in the quality,
quantity
and steadiness of light. The Baynes is too far ahead of the
open-dame,
round-wick kerosene lamp for comparison. It gives twice the light
while using only one-half or two-thirds as much oil.

Miaa Theses* M. Loot, wbo has bean

employed

This\Lamp\ls\Best!

Baynes Incandescent Kerosene Oil

Miss Sadie Carver and a friend from
Rockland, who have been via it ing Mrs. 8,
A. Read, returned house Saturday.

CARRY, Nn, England Distributor
North Em*ton. Mm

Eye.
Mrs. W. A. CUrk and daughter Grace,
it Portland, are at home for a law weeks.
TKBLMA.
Aug. 28.

COUNTY

EASTBROOK.

ders, of Boston, J. B. Cole, of WslerviW,
Chalk, of Philadelj uia,
m the party.
L. B. Hutchings has returned to Boston.
Mist
Aug. 28.

NEWS

Mrs. Bert Austin, of Ellsworth, is easiMARLBORO.

ng in town.

Miss Amber Richardson, ol Bradley, la
nailing relatives hem.
Mrs.

Effle Dins more la working at
Robinson’s, Resnhlsnd
Mr. Sherman, who has bean preaching

Arthur

here

this summer, will be hare

Sunday before he

one

more

returns to hia school.

Misa MeSkimmion, ot Brookline, Mass.,

interesting talk to the Sunday
Seal school, on Sunday. She will return to her

TbeSamelnQld Town

at Seventy

big game

in the
^*rr

are etrea

UMC

here.

of

^

rifle*.
tU«.di of Wry* tke
country ^a.
Renuattoa UMC *2 CrL Rifle and «r,
»*—W *»k««r fathers It’, |00d
»•««*» h*
ie*i
t witk uy d«Tclopiii| ye^k
tn&r'sfT’V R,fl'wi,k ,k*
•*

f

Dr. George Dix and wife, at Worcester.
to-day at!
Mass., is xisiting hia sister,;Mrs. Sadia

Romberg’s lovely "Kinder-Sympbony”
I William Devereux and wife, ol Albany,
(Joy Symphony i. The Utter was given
ol some N. Y., are visiting at R. E. Dority’a.
oy an improvised orchestra
Miss Myra P. Dority, who baa been vistwenty-five performers aelected from
here.
iting in Bucksport, returned home last
among the musicians who summer
week.
As written, the symphony was deOld Town Residents Speak Out
G. W. Adams and trienda, who have
signed to be given by the pUno. two
for the Welfare of the Public.
instrumenu-the
violins, and seven toy
epent their vacation hen, mu rued to tbeir
nightingale, home in Haverhill, Maas., Saturday.
trUngle,
It is just the same in Old Town aa here
rattle, cuckoo,
in Ellsworth; our friends there speak out
drum, trumpet and quail. At the BlueSept. 4. __H.
the
with
hill golf club, it waa given
in the same glad, earnest way as so many
CA3T1NE.
ten
piano, ten violins, ’cello, ant* perhaps
grateful Ellsworth men and women have
is
visitRay Sargent, of Massachusetts,
toy instrumenU.
spoken In these columns (or years past.
were
It was no ordinary orchestra; there
William A. Tear. prop, of grocery, Brading his grandmother, Mrs. Lucy Rea.
Mrs. George Libby and two children, ol
bury St., Old Town, Me., says: “An incUran’uuLtnu
jury resulted io disordered kidneys and 1
Lowell, Maes., an guests ol Miss Pray.
I used Doan’s Kidney
Misa Annie Rea and sister, Mrs. Jose- suffered intensely.
Pills with better results than any other
phi tie Dalton, of Brockton, Maas., an
kidney medicine I had ever tried. The
visiting their mother, Mrs. Lacy Bee.
pains through the smell of my beck were
u ,
ol
Portland,
Herbert
Mrs.
Sargent,
relieved end my kidneys were strengthWilliam
Sargent.
her
brother,
visiting
ened.”
QAug. M.
Over three years lster, Mr. Tear said:

j

If
W
W

Mra. Frank M. Grindal. of Roxbury. Mass., are spending a few weeks

van.

week, caaaed by the threat*
ened railroad strike. About forty left
Zknophon.

_

WEST FRANKLIN.

summer

—

X. Y. Z.

4.

hart.

general enodus

the town last

Thursday.
Sept. 4.

here.

home in

collision

Tuesday in front
Flye. There were

X. Y. Z.

_

Mrs. be rah 8 pear, who has Wen visiting
niece, Mrs. Eva Benson, has returned
to Rockland.

here, returned
Wednesday.

last

Dr.

at

her

Mrs. Diant ha Sibley and Mrs. Spenser,

Brookline, Mass.,

summer

Aug. 28.

ing

who have been summering

There

Dr. Beach spoke Sunday evening
hall to a large and inter-

Miss Inez Sanford, of Corinth, is visit-

spent his
summer vacation with his parents here,
has returned to Kansas City, Mo.

to

|

Beach, who is spend“Urey Rocks’’, is professor of Missions at Yale college, and »
required to spend every third year travelling in out-ot-tbe-way places.

the

Ok

Mr. and

Mrs.

Eugene Johnson baa gone to Milton,
Miss Ola Smith is at home from Seat
Maaa., to spend the winter with hie aunt. Harbor, wbera she has been employed.
Misa May Spear, wbo baa been emMrs. Cura Babbidge, of Gott’s Island,
ployed in Charlestown, Maas., ia visiting has been the guest of Mrs. Jalia Hutchins.
her parents, Ben Spear and wife.
Master Past Smith, who baa spent bis
Mrs. Alvena Nelson and daughter Ella, vacation with his grandparents, returned
of Boston, are vieiting here.
OOLP CLUB FIELD DAT.
to Lowell Friday.
MusicUns At play! ArtUU of national
Miss Douglass, of Northampton, Maas.,
Joeeph Doyle, an attorney, ol Milford,
one
to
ol
veil
their
dignity
repute casting
wbo has been preaching here this sum- Mass., a former Franklin boy, is visiting
vent
free
and
moment
giving
side for the
mer, has finished her work bere, and will here and at Hancock.
to their fun-loving spirit, while still go to Baker’s island. Ail are sorry to

health to SCOTT’S
EMULSION because Its
concentrated nourishment creates permanent
body-power, and because
tt Is devoid of drags or stimulants.

Mrs. Herbert R. Roberts has returned to
bsr home in Northfleld. Vt.

Herbert
1

Community

ing the

car-

old

home

F. Gott's sloop, Mtrrywing. won
first prize in her class st the races of the
Back's Harbor yacht dab recently.

ested audience.

Wells hare

Su9ie

a

friend are guests
the! of Mr. snd Mrs. Arthur H. Sargent.

L.

at

critical condition.

much

Aug.
; spent M week here.
L»*ren« K.
Eaton has returned to
Mrs. Mildred Piquet left to-day for Mr
Hadsk**. Mim
and Charles Kithome in Athol.
Mr. and Mrs. Jsmen Hancock sod Mrs.
tredge for 12ion, N. Y.
Roniia Hancock and daughter have reFred Higgins, of
Weal Somerville.
turned to their home in Hudson, Masa.
i
Ma*s~ is viaiting his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard L*. Grindal and
Mrs. Came Merritt, of South Addison,
daughter are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
is visiting her parents, Frank Wiggio and
George W. Grindal.
2S.

Amiiw ittWr today ha,
pr«ty
forfotton the old notion that ...
chance nil* "will do" for hi. hoy.
known (net. about rifU. point a. «ronolT
to Remington UMC in the J22 calibre arm

THE

Mrs. Bliisd«U

Trey.
M
BUUngs,

the evens of

*100.

Cynthia Burns, who has just undergone
operation at Bangor hospital, is in a

is

rwkiU&c

Mm Bide
of RluehiU. it
Mm Mildred 1. StTfpot.
Fred R Stafford, of Faneu.i Mass

Sunday, acNancy Woedtridga,

returned

She

S_

Mm S»rsh RHing* and

new,

Rzam10*
22 CaliberKifles

>

SAROKxrviuje.

short time.

a

The fair and entertainment given Taesday afternoon and evening for the library
was a success in every way. Proceeds, over

an

Associated with these

is

at

Mrs. Robert Rankin, who has been here
three weeks, left Sunday tor her home in
Lansdown, Pa.

listed in the army.

were

To fix the standard of tbe program it

life of

BROOK UN.

Dorotfiy Cole left Saturday
high school.

be-

only necessary to say that the concert began with the concerto for two violin*, by
Bach, played by Miss Jeffrey land Mr.
Breeskin, contained Beethoven's (string
quartet in C minor, opus 18, as it*|middie,
and
ended with the
Andante
from
Tschaikoffsky's quartet in D. 1 Messrs.
Breeskin and de Gomez played solos, and
Miss Torpadie sang German, French and
English songs in addition to the |8wedish
and Norwegian.

the

in

Anson

Marianne Kneisel. tbe famous violinist's
daughter, and Gerald Kuntz. who was
called in to play in place of Louis Boatelmann, who could not play because of an

injury

very notable day

stand-

young artists were Mias Greta Torpadie
Victor de Gomez and Emil Newman.
Miss Torpadie is a newcomer in the
ranks of New York’s concert singers, a
most ingratiating artist, with a beautiful
voice of peculiarly sympathetic quality,
mueh skill and a moat charming stage
bearing. The manner in which she read
literal translations of four Scandinavian
aongs which she sang was scarcely less
enjoyable than her singing of them. Mr.
de Gomez is one of tbe Brooklin colony
and is studying this summer with Willem
Wiileke, of the Kneisel quartet. He hails
from San Francisco, tod will be a’member of tbe Symphony society in PhilaMr. Newman is
delphia next wim»r.
gssoeiatad with
Gardner, violinist, in
bis recitals, end wssthe accompanist~of
the evening.

j

ment

>

everybody as well as
the musically cultured.

artistic centers.

Murray Lurvey has gone to Philadelphia
! Taaaday.
Capt. H. H. Loot.
Hrpt. A__
Miss Thelma Swaiey. who has employ-

Rich, of Someeriile. who had been
poor health some months, died Sunday.
He ran the gamut of tbe great conductors
Mr. Rich iived the greater part of his life
of
tne age,
first imitating the ecoen- here. He was a son of Opt. John and
Uncities of one, then the others in rapid Zena Hopkins Rich. He leaves a widow,
succession, so perfectly that no one with one son. Clarence, and a daughter. Mrs.
j any musical knowledge could mistake George Edwards; also two sisters. Mrs.
who he was taking off -Sousa, Creatore O. H. Leiand and Mrs. Ansel Leland, of
and the rest; ending finally with a digBar Harbo-. aDd four brothers, John and
nified impersonation of Dr. Karl Mach, Orient, of Bar Harbor; aw mo-el. of Salisof the Boston symphony orchestra, who bury Cove, and G. N. Each, of this place.
sat not five feet away in the first row of
was
Mr. Rich
employed for many
the audience.
years as coachman for Mrs. Ellis, of New
The hearers were fairly convulsed with
York. He was a member of Eden Baptist
the humor of the thing, probably none church and a Mason.
Funeral services ;
were held at the home Tuesday afternoon, ;
more so
than the aforesaid Dr. Much.
Rev.
H.
M.
Farrington, of Bar Harbor (
Even the performers themselves found it
Baptist church, officiating. Interment in
; impossible to keep straight faces.
It was Mt. View cemetery.
! all so beautiful and fanny that tbe
M.
Sept. 4.
I
audience insisted on the repetition of the
BASS HARBOR.
greater part of the symphony. Thus

delectation of
Four of Mr. Kneisel* pupils took part
in the concert, of whom two. Miss Helen
M. Jeffrey and Elias Breeskin. violinists,
have already started on their independent
artistic careers and made fine reputations
toe

The minuet vis lovely, and dignified, as
ought to be; after that the fun
began. The solid foundation of piano,
cello and violin carried the work along
properly and musically correct; but the
toy instruments commence! to get in
I heir work; and this spelled sudden surprises and humor, artistic to a degree, and
for that reason all the more numerous.
Then Chadwick, who had gravely led ,n
conventional fashion, began to unbend.
all minuets

Ellsworth band will furnish music

rally

gatbe

the latter.

m

The speakers at the democratic rally
Sept. S will be J. E. Banker, of Bar Harbor, and Bain bridge Colby, of New York.
for the

But—fan

into it, botn by
was injected
players and the conductors, particularly

West boro. Mass.

The

using part,

artists

otherwise.

lore

accept
school

be

it could not

as

Teach
A
^ To Shoot—

with

from start to finish.

production

artistic

“

Lettie Smith, who wai taken ariouair ill at Xotthm* Harbor, where the
waa employed ia (he o*ke of Dr. Richardaoa, ia al hen. ahntir recovering.
Mra. U M. leMti. Mr and Mr*. Archibald and daoghter a BO C. P. Daatiu. of
New Hampthir*. ah' have been waiting
Walter IMrte* aad tasn.lv. reasroed home
Miss

and wife.

of this notable aggregation was Chadwick, tbe composer and
head of the Boston conservatory, the
reader can rest assured the symphony,
which is a most beautiful composition,
was, in spite of its “toy" app ndicies,
As conductor

Ex.-Gov. Kelly, of Michigan, and Ray
mond Fellows, of Bangor, spoke at th<
republican rally at the town ball Aug. 30
night, the speakers will be E. E. Chase,

twenty-five.

to tbe number of

so on

—

Stbmiirnunli.

Urtndle, of EU» worth Fall*. were married
ia ElUwocth An*. K
CbwgmolalioM
in extenaed.

COUNTY NEWS.

Dr. Parker, the compoeer, at tbe piano:
Mr. Franz KneiaeL, be of tbe great quartet,
at tbe triangle;
Willeke, the celloiat
WEST EDEN.
blowing tbe cuckoo; Krehbiei, the muMia* Eleanor Kittredge, of Manchester,
sical critic and writer, gravely playing th<
her mother, Mrs. Judith
toy trumpet; Hamilton, violinist at tlx N. H., is visiting
Kittredge.
Boston conservatory, leading the first vioMrs. Mildred Parquet, of Athol, Man,
lins; Bostelmann, the New York violin !
virtuoso, leading tbe second violina; and i is visiting her parents, George H. Mayo

C OUNTYjNEWS

gave

home

an

this week.

Mrs. F. T. Hodgkins is very ill.
Agnes Boynton, of lamoine, i* with her.

CAPE HOSIER.

Mr*. William Smith and George Hanford and wile, who base been visiting G.
O. Treadwell and wife, have returned to
Last Orange, K. J.
Rev. A. B. Lorimer and family,
spent the summer her*, have
turned to Lynn Mass.

Meiburn

*«

Miss Lorens Frost, who ha* spent two

gone.

Sepi. V

Gem.
NORTH CAST1NE.
Dunbar

bat

the

summer

at B. R

Dyer's.

The Rosier mine bs9 shut down.

Sept.

1.
_

abbfrtwn»*<m*

j

__j
PI

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Mrs. Bart Smith ia quit* ill.

W. Wallace Conner left Wednesday lor
Bridgeport, Conn.
son

ing

re-

turned to Summit, N- J.
Mr*. Sarah Bowden and two children,
who have spent the summer at Bar Harbor, are hose (or a lew weeks.
ABE.
Sept. 4.

gone lo

Mrs. Frances Wescott Dyer and
William have returned to Boeton.

has

visiting

Hijoa
Charles Crockett’s hnr«e
killed by lightning Wednesday night.
The family of Eugene Red men impend-

week*.

Frederick,

are

here.

Rev. Mr. Saaer and wife, of Bangor, are
the Lorimer cottage tor a few

weeks with her brother

Malden, Maas-i*

ot

William Clifford and wife

re-

occupying

Mr snd Mrs. Sidnsj Jordan and daughDorothy returned to their home
in
Jamaica Plain, Mass., last week.
Nearly all tb* other rammer people have

Dorr,

spending a few weeks at LugeDt- Joraaus.
*U
Hay Manson, of Boston, is visiting
who parents, Hugh Mansou and wife

have

ter

MU* Yen M
Union to teach.

and Cbsrtee

Braynard Qray

sod

wile have goo*

to

Don’t waste timewithor-

Rockland.
The town oScars took Mrs. Frank

dinary flour when your grocer can give you William

Bento the insane hospital in Banger last

A. J. Pare, wile and son, alter a month’s
visit, lsft Monday lor Brockton, Mam.

son

Mrs. Emma Ward well is honas from
Beal
Harbor after an absence of two
months. Her daughter,
Mrs. Clarence
Pinkham, and son, are her guests.

Jesse Weasel and wits spent the weekend in Bangor with Mrs. Weasel's lather,
who is ill.

Tell, milled from Ohio Red
Winter Wheat. Order a sack
today and do some blue
ribbon baking. You can

week.

;

Mrs. Elisabeth Wentworth, of Chelsea,
Maas., spent a few days last week with
relatives here.

B. Conner left Saturday to
resume her school work at East Winn.
Mrs.
Effle Rideout and
Mrs. Grace
Mias Abbie EiwelL, who haa been viaitCrocker, who were her guests last week, j ing Mrs. 8. W. Treworgy, ol Surry, haa
returned with her.
j returned home.
L.
G.
Sept. 4.
Sept.
I
Miss Annie

j

j

win domestic science prizes
with the good things baked
from William Tell, the
flour that goes farther.

4._A.
INDIAN

MARIA VIDLK.

Owing to a slight indisposition to Dr. A.
F. Schaeffler, who was to address the
Sunday school Sept. 3, Mrs. Schauffler
substituted, and gave moat interesting
talks.

I

I

W. H. Higgins haa returned to Boston,
after a lew.weeks with his mother, “Aunt
Abbie” Higgins.

Most disfiguring akin eruptions, scrofula,
pimples, rashes, etc., are due to Impure blood.
Burdock Blood Bitters as s cleansing blood
tonic, is well recommended. S1.S0 at all

Bept.

stores.—Adel.
Cored Her Two Utile Girls.
Mrs.
Ads Sanders,
Cottontown, Tenn..
writes: "We nse Foley's Honey and Tar as
our best and only cough remedy.
It never
fails to enre my two little girls when they
have colds,”
Believes hoarseness, tickling
throat, bronchitis, bay fever, asthma croup
—Moore’s Drag Store

POINT.

Mrs. Nettie Higgins, who has been in
Bar Harbor a lew weeks, has returned
home.

Joseph Jordan and family and Frank
Jordan and daughter,
of Bar Harbor, visited hers Sunday. They were
brought up by J. I* Fogg in hia car.
Mrs. Fogg accompanied them.
Harley Black and Irvin Carter have
bought automobiles.
F.
Sept. 4.

4._H.
PROSPECT HARBOR.

:

Mias Ruth Crosby, ol St. Paul, Minn.,
is spending a lew weeks with her
sister,
Mrs. E. T. Paine.
Mrs. Daniel Deasy entertained at dinrecently for Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Mayo, ol Wellesley Hills, Maas. J.Gillan-

ner

WHITGUJIK. Bit>W
C. «. gbisdai-

* ***

j

|
|

NEWS

COUNTY

DEER ISLE.
left Thursday for Lincoln,
Foster
Hoyt
been elected principal of the
where he has

icademy.
Malcolm

Carmen,

an

officer

badly injured bis knee,
ateamer Camden,
at the borne of his patents.
,„d is no*
who has been spendHarold Greenlaw,
bis vacation at home, left Thursday

lor

Boston, where he is employed

state:

leave this week for
Ered Boddard will
where he will be principal of
Ellsworth,
Mr. Boddard bas been
school.
the high
of the high school here live

maine:.

September 11, 1916, in the County of Hancock.
1 Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying a list of candidates or specimen ballot,
FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS FINE.
JOHN E.

_____

To vote

as an

electrical engineer.

of

Vtrfurtiermmtc

List of Candidates to be voted for

the

on

airoerttanntnu,

'nabtrtusemtiaft

-..._

a

Straight Ticket,

mark

___D*_vote^a Split Ticket,

mark

I

I

x in the Square over the Party name. X
x in the Square over the Party name. Erase

BUNKER, Secretary of State.

a cross

a cross

1

■

printed

name

in list under

"""""""T 1""“""

.

and

x

filj in

new name.
I

■

principal

years.
Maurice Grose and wife, who have been
at Bebago, returned
employed in a hotel
Mr. Gross will enter the
borne Saturday.
University of Maine as a Junior this
month.
son Donald,
Mrs. Vinnie Warren, with
has been visiting
of Cambridge, Maas.,
H. P. A. Bpofford. Mrs. Warher brother,
for a number of
ren bas been employed
rears with Ginn & Co., as proof-reader.
®EI'
i.

Sept.

BROOK8V1LLE
John F. Austin is digging a cellar for
bis

house.

new

Mrs. Ethel Ober baa gone to

Bangor

employment.

where she has

Coates, of Somerville,
Mrs. Bertha
Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs. Edna
BillingsHarry Bowden and wife, of Water7ille,
are spending their vacation at their old

BEPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

SOCIALIST

PROHIBITION

PROGRESSIVE

For United States Senator (Long Term)
Frederick Hale, Portland

For United States Senator (Long Term)
Charles F. Johnson, Watervilie

For United States Senator (Long Term)
James F. Carey, Snrry

For United States Senator (Long Term)
Arthur C. Jhckson, Portland

For United States Senator (Long Term)

For United States Senator (Short Term)
Bert M. Fernald, Poland

For United States Senator I Short Term)
Kenneth C. M. Sills, Brunswick

For United States Senator (Short Term)

For United States Senator (Short Term)
Frederick A. Shepherd, Waterville

For United States Senator (Short Term)

borne here.

.Mrs. Lizzie Gray and children, of
Swan’s Island, are visiting her father,
James Campbell.
Llewellyn C. Roberts and Edgar L.
Roberts are shingling the schoolhouse in
district No. 3. The fall term begins September 11; Mrs. Hattie Hopkins, teacher.
A.
Aug 28.

For Governor
Uarl E. Milliken, Island Falls

For Governor

Oakley C, Curtis, Portland

For Governor
Frank H, Maxfleld, Portland

Roy L. Wardwell, Augusta

For State Auditor
J. Edward Sullivan, Bangor

For State Auditor
Melville A. Floyd, Portland

For Representative to Congress
John A. Peters, Ellsworth

For Representative to Congress
-mas
John E, Bunker, Eden

For Representative to CongresB
George O. Currie, Skowhegan

For State Senators
Willis A. Ricker, Castine
Charles H. Wood, Eden

Harvey H. McIntyre, Bluehill
Otis M, Ober, Mount Desert

For County Attorney
Fred L. Mason, Ellsworth

For County Attorney
William B. Blaisdell, Sullivan

For State Auditor

For Governor
Linus Seely, Portland

Andrew

For Governor

For State Auditor
McDonald, Portland

For State Auditor

_

ASHVnXE.
George Patten and wife, ot Augusta, are
visiting Mrs. Patten’s former home here.
Grading is being done at the chapel un
der direction of W. M. Pettee.
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers, of Belfast, are
guests of Mrs. Linwood Martin.
Kntb and Harland Haskell, of North
Sullivan, ere visiting their grandparents,
William Martin and wife.
The Wednesday club f air
the

chapel,

was

on

Aug. 24, at
about

(205 being realized. Th- guess quilt was
won by Elwood Hammo id and the cake by

Henry Johnson, airs. Wm. Martin waa
awarded the guess cushion. The ball

game between the Unu Ida boro and Ashville boys was won by the home team.

Aug. 28.

Roy C.

Register of Probate
Ellsworth

H ines,

For SheriO
Ward W. Wescott, Bluebill

Albion

For State Senators

For State Senators

For County Attorney

For County Attorney

For County Attorney

For Register o( Probate

For Register of Probate

For Register of Probate

For Sheriff

For Sheriff

For Sheriff

For County Commissioners

For County Commissioners

For County Commissioners

For County Treasurer

For County Treasurer

For County Treasurer

For Representatives to Legislature

For Representatives to Legislature
Nathan P. Foster, Sorrento

*—

*

For Register of Probate
F. Sherman, Eden

For Sheriff
Fred F. Haskell, Sullivan

x

For Representative to Congress

For State Senators
Helvin D. Chatto, BroolcsviUe

H.
_

OTiP.
Walls, who is building a new
house on his plare, bee It up and boarded.
Mrs. Lucy Fell and little son, of Bangor, are guests of her sister, Mrs. D. G»
Young.
Frank

Schor is t-egan last week.
Miss Erma
Jordan leaches the middle district school
in place of Mrs. Margaret Grover, resigned.

Granville

Jelllson

haa

demonstrated

small basis, pays
well. Hi has sold from his farm, produce
since May in the amount ot |3S0, and that
is only the beginning.
Aug. 2P.
Davis.

farming,

that

For

decided success,

a

For State Senators

For Representative to Congress
Samuel F. Emerson, Skowhegan

even

on

a

For County Commissioners
Howard B. Moor, Ellsworth
Winfield S. Treworgy, Surry

For County Commissioners
William H. Sherman, Eden
Edward B. Wyman.tEllsworth

For County Treasurer
Horaoe F. Wescott, Ellsworth

For County Treasurer
James A. McGown, Ellsworth

For Representatives to Legislature
Fulton J. Redtpan, Ellsworth
Geo. A. Phillips, Eden
Wiley C. Conary, Bucksport
Charles W. Webb, Stonington
Arthur B. Holt, Gouldsboro
Holbrook H. Harden, Surry
Joseph D. Phillips, Southwest Harbor

For Representatives to Legislature
Daniel E. Hurley, Ellsworth
Judson H. Sawyer, Eden
Burke Leach, Bucksport
Joseph C. Harmon, Stonlngton
Ernest Gordon, Sullivan
Charles A. Snow, Bluehill
William S. Holmes, Mount Desert

For Representatives to Legislature
Geo. A. Phillips, Eden

EAST FRANKLIN.
Cirrol Hleisdell la home from Newport
for a tew days.
/
A dauebt”
born »o Mr. and M77.
Frank H. Jov, Aug. 28.
K. B. Rial' !■ 'I has returned to Anhurn,
K. I., after a vleit to hla parents.

MrB. T. W. Gordon and Mrs. J. U.
Hardison have gone to Halifax, N. 8., to
visit their husbands, who are employed
there.
&
Aug. 28.

legal Notice*.

STATE OF' MAINE.

WEST HANCOCK.
Mrs. Mary Meant, of Boaton, is visiting
fri°nriR here.
Mrs. Harriet Tilden, who baa been here
(or a abort visit, has returned to Boston.
Ang.'iP.E. H. 8.17.
Kid Your Child Of Worms.
Thousands f children have worms that sap
their vitality and make them llatlesa and
irritable. Klckapoo Worm Killer kills and
removes the worms and haa a touic effect on
the system. Does
yonr child eat spasmodically? Cry out in sleep or grind its teeth?
*
are symptoms of worms and you should
And relief for them at once. Klckapoo Worm
killer is a pleasant remedy. At your Druggist, 25c.

attocrttstmmt*.

%

Questions

to be voted upon

September 11, 1916,

Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down,

in the State at
or

destroying

a

large.
Specimen Ballot,

FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS FINE.
JOHN E. BUNKER,

Question

Secretary

of State

One REFERENDUM
NO

YES

limiting the number of hours of
and Children to fifty-four
Women
of
employment
with the provisions of
accordance
in
in one week,
of
Laws
1915, will place a cross
Chapter 350, Public
(x) in the square marked “Yes.” Those opposed
will place a cross (x) in the square marked “No.”
Those in favor of

quarries, factory locaTIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
sites for summer hotels
and CAMPS
Located

on

the line ot the

_

“AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN AND MINORS.”

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Rive opportunity to those desiring to make
*
change in location tor a new start In life.

Undeveloped

Powers,
Unlimited Raw Material,
Water

and
Good

Await

Farming Land

Development.

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attention

Rre

yhen

addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Question

Two SUBMITTED BY THE LEGISLATURE
NO

YES
Those in favor of the State and Counties aiding the
Towns in the Construction of Highway Bridges, in
accordance with the provisions of Chapter 319, Public Laws of 1915, will place a cross (X) in the square
Those opposed will place a cross
marked “Yes.”
(X) in the square marked “No.”

“AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR STATE AND COUNTY AID IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF HIGHWAY BRIDGES.”

legal Nottaa.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
"ITTHEREAS Eugene Simpson, of Sullivan,
jV county of Hancock, and State of
Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the 7th
day of February. 1908, and recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds, book 447, page
887, conveyed to David A. Simpson, of Sullivan, aforesaid, a certain lot or parcel of land
with all buildings thereon, situated in said
Sullivan and bounded and described as follows. viz.: Tbe homestead known as the Jabez
Simpson place including the small island adjoined to the shore, the whole property containing five (6) acres, more or less, including
island, and being the same property conveyed
by Augustus B. Perry to Jabez Simpson by
deed dated March 16, a. d. 1864, and conveyed
by Jabez Simpson to his wife Emily Simpson,
and his daughters, Mary S. Bizby and Juiiett
O. Simpson, by deed dated June 19, a. d. 1876,
and recorded in tbe Hancock registry of
deeds, vol. 166, page 174. And again conveyed
Simpson, Abbie L. Simpson. Fanby Eugene
nie R. Simpson and George L. Simpson, to
O. Simpson by
Mary S. Bizby and Juiiett
deed dated September 27, a. d. 1887, and recorded in the Hancock county registry of
deeds, in vol. 236, page 244. Being the same
derived by heirship from tbe lat»uliett O. Simpson, deceased, to Henry J.
Simpson and Eugene Simpson. Being the
same premises conveyed to Eugene Simpson
by Henry J. Simpson by deed dated November 18. a. d. 1904, and recorded in the Hancock
county registry of deeds in vol. 446, page I5u,
to all of which deeds and records ezpress
reference is hereby made. And whereas I.
the undersigned, was duly appointed ezecutor
of the last will and testament of David A.
Simpson, on the 2d day of November, 1916,
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, and now remains broken
and unperformed, now, therefore, by reason
of the breach of the condition thereof, I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Wm. O. Embry,
Ezecutor of the last will and testament of
David A. Simpson, late of Sullivan, Maine.
August 19, 1916.

5remises

subscribers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed ezecutors
of the will of
JOHN B. HOW, late of the Town of EDEN,
County of HANCOCK. State of MAINE,
deceased, no bonds being required by the terms
of said will. Inasmuch as one of said ezecutors,
to wit, Frank C. Bates, is not a resident of
the State of Maine, we have appointed Luere
B. Deasy, of Eden, Hancock county. State of
Maine, whose postoffice address is Bar Ha.bor, Maine, our agent for purposes specified
by the revised statutes of said State of Maine,
and hereby give notice of such appointment.
All persons having demands against
the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Frank O. Bates.
S. W. Bates,
August 17, 1916.

THE

’^'STATe'

OF MAINE.

County|of Hancock

ss.

To the Honorable Justice of fthe Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be holden at Ellsworth, within and for said county of Hancock. on the second Tuesday of October, a.
d. 1916.
m. Conner, of castine, in said
county, wife of Augustus W. Conner,
respectfully represents: That her maiden
name was Nettie M. Morey; that she was lawfully married to the said Augustus W. Conner, at Castine, on the seventeenth day of
June, a. d. 1902, by Rev. J. H. Irvine, a minister of the gospel,duly authorized to solemnize
marriages: that they lived together as husband
and wife at Castine, in said county, from the
time of their said marriage until the first day
of October, a. d. 1908; that your libelant has
always conducted herself towards her said
husband as a faithful, true and affectionate
wife; that on the said first day of October, a. d.
1908, the said Augustus W. Conner utterly deserted your libelant without cause, and went
to parts unknown to her, since which time
she has never seen or heard from him. or received from him any
support; that said utter
desertion has continued for three consecutive
years next urior to the filing of this libel;
that his residence is unknown to your libelaut
and cannot be ascertained by reasonable dilience; that there is no collusion between your
ibelant and the said Augustus W. Conner to
obtain a divorce.
Your libelant further represents: That her
said husband, being of sufficient ability and
being able to labor and provide for htr,
grossly, wantonly and cruelly refuses and
neglects to provide suitable maintenance for
her, and has so neglected to provide for her
as aforesaid, since the year 1908; wherefore
she prays that a divorce may be decreed between her and the said Augustus W. Conner
for the causes above set forth.
Dated this eleventh day of August a. d. 1916.
Nettie M. Conner.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this eleventh day of August a. d. 1916.
Arthur W. Patterson,
(Seal)
Notary Public.

Nettie

f

_

that

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
Supreme Judicial Court.
In Vacation.
Ellsworth, Aug. 21. A. D. 1916.
Upon the foregoing libel, ordered: That the
libelant give notice to the said libelee to appear before the justice of our supreme
judicial court, to be holden at Ellsworth,
within and for the county of Hancock, on the
second Tuesday of October, a. d 1916, ty
publishing an attested copy cf said libel and
this order thereon, three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed in Ellsworth, in our county of Hancock, the last publication to be thirty days at
least prior to the second Tuesday of October
next, that he may there and then in our said
court appear and answer to said libel.
Arno W. Kino.
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Clerk.

MOSES I. MAYO, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Alicb H. Scott.
▲ug. 1, 1916.

PAUPER NOTICE.
contracted with the Citv of Bilecare fo'r those who
daring five years beginmay
ning Jan. 1, 1916, and are legal residents of
Ellsworth, I forbid all persons trusting them
on my account, as there is plenty of room and
accommodations to care for them at the City
Artuue B. Mitchell.
Farm house.

subscriber

notice

hereby gives
she has been duly appointed administraTHE
trix with the will annexed of the estate of

worth to support and
HAVING
need assistance

I

Her Autumn l
of Life
A Baby Changes a Woman's
View of Things

stairs outside, tbe door opened gently,
and the young wan! physician. i'r
Bran, entered. His fate was paie. and
black circles showed under his eyes.
el liathsriise before during
He li d
to 'nr pleasantly
real
that night.
and. ois-er: .a : the s eeping family, motioned for her to f ow him out on to
the landing.
After giving hln a.i account of Eosa's
condition and the treatment she had
administered Mrs. Ware asked ab-

roe to thorn—a boy
Or? efc*H hrd
wh Hve-i t** bo six years o’d. then had
st ar.et fever.
•’it- i* -t uistn
The i «s of this only chilli had been
v one supreme s :r> w of Katharine
..are's life. After that she had tL-own
.-self into the vortex of social life
a., ba.l ruled right royally.
v.'beti rrederklr Ware died, some five
was discovered, to the
cars ago, it
...rise of his friinds and the con.erii tii n of his wife, that he bad manc! to dissipate nearly the whole of
he lgr e f >:tu::e be was known at one
time to have possessed.
At the tnJ Mrs. Ware found herself
with but enough to live on very com:' rtably. if she were careful.
After one or two changes she bad
settled down in this pretty suit of
apartments in a quiet but thoroughly
good nclghlsvrhood. And here she had
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j

rrhe~GHrard=l

j Hawkins Plant ij
<

ruptly:

|

How It Was Saved
From Ruin

]|
!;

"IK' you know anything about the
child—tbe little boy—who is in there?
M.
THOMSON
ANNA
By
He certainly Isn't one of them—the La
BARBARA PHIPPS
Cep}'right Frank A. Muosey Co.
vinskls.”
5
"No." answered her companion. "It s
VwVWV ^vWTWWWWW I
rather a sad ease. that, and one with a
Tile firm »>f Gitard & Hawkius was
The phot ograph was beginning tc
bit of mystery about it. He. the voting
organtxed fur the erection :iud operatur. was the child of a young Ameriyellow even under its protecting glass.
tion of a large manafacturinc plant,
can woman who had a back room on j
Katherine noticed this s »rrowfully as
Edward Girard, son of tlie head of the
come to a stop.
f.
r
below
this.
the
other
tenants
The
under
the
b
it
her.
before
sat
she
Iding
soon after the work was begun
firm,
I
Throu-h
she
had
ber
are
of
gradually
all
Vi
Mish
and
no
pride
Engltsh
speok
j
.shale!
igiit. regarding with tender,
went abroad for a tour previous to setdropped away from the associates of any account.
\.
wistful eyes the little pictured face.
her prosperity, until but few remained
"Why she should have come here Is ! tllng down to his life's career. On hi*
if he bad only been spared her she
to ber of her old time friends.
However, she did and ! return tie was to enter the servtee of
the mystery
could have N rue the loss of husband,
Therefore, with no active interest to
1 position. The protecting
fortune
tiie Girard-llairkins company. He had
bold her attention. Katharine Wares
love of this lit-r only son would have
not l«eu away long when his father
existence was about as dull and aimsustained her. comforted her. through
died suddenly.
After several cableless a one as could be imagined. She
everything.
grams between Edward and his mothi Lcrscif was unhappy, "unsatisfied and
She bad nothing now to look forward
er it was decided that be should fiuish
restless” in the extreme.
to.
There was none tc* care, so why |
his tour. Mr Hawkins was abundantshe wished to marry.
Secretly,
|
not? Yes. why not?
ly aide to sniervise the erection of the
a
So
when
Richard
Davenport,
Laying the photograph in its rich man
factory and to start Its operation.
of high intellectuality, enormous
frame carefully upon the table beskle
Six mouths later Edward received a
wealth, but great eccentricity, had reher. Katharine Ware once again picked
letter from his mother announcing the
! newed the acquaintance of other days
np the letter whose receipt bad so
death of Mr. Hawkins Just is the
and bad showed a quiet pleasure in
shattered the dull tranquillity of he*
works were finished and were about to
j her tactfully appreciative society.
day and. turning to the second page,
be operated.
Mrs. Girard was much
Katharine h id done her utmost to hold
began to read:
worried as to the further development
his continued interest.
If you decide to go with me I will so
of the Girard-Hawklns com[«ny.
It
Now. after a year of tbeir i^rfectly
arrange that, until we reach England, no
was lnipiwstbie to find a good business
innocent intercourse, this was the reone will know that you and I are together.
Once on the continent the risk of suit:
man with experience In the same line
|
meeting those whom we know will not be
u> take an iwerwt in it ana run in
Davenport coaid not offer her margreat—I never follow the beaten path of
riage. He had 1-een. as was his invariBut Hawkins' share hail fallen to his
travel.
able -'nstom. absolutely frank with her,
I have so arranged my affairs that I
only child. Isabel, who was still a
can safely remain abroad for two years.
and as for her own position, she felt
minor.
She was under the control of
In proposing that you accompany me it is
that without some break In the deadly
her guardian, a brother of her father,
with the idea that we shall each benefit
of
her
life
she
would
!
go
monotony
who seemed I-mini to wreck the enterand not lose by the arrangement.
Knowing you to be deeply unsatisfied : mad.
He had fulled at numerous
prise.
and unrestful in the present narrow,
decided!
she
bad
[■ Well,
business efforts and was now lient on
monotonous restrictions of your life, in
She had begun a feverish, sorting
establishing himself as full manager of
such sharp contrast to that which you enthe Glrard-Hawklns company.
Tills
joyed prior to the death of your hus- ! out process of her wardrobe—selecting
the
band. and—forgive me'—realizing that
Mrs. Glrurd tielleved would bring the
j this to be taken, that to be packed
chances are not many of your meeting
away, when a knock sounded on her
oomiwiiy to grief, and she would not
any one with whom you could form a
"x>B. bbcb. i want to take johjtst
outer door.
consent to It.
The consequence was a
congenial and successful marriage, situatHOME WITH ME.''
deadlock, with the prosi-e-t of a foreed as you now are, and realizing also that
Hasti!y snapping out the lights, she
you are a woman not to be shocked by
hurried out Into the reception room | managed to keep life In herself and the closure under a mortgage on the propthe name of a thing, but one who can
and opened the door.
boy by making willow plumes until she erty.
look a situation in the face, weigh its adFrom on lrresiwuslble gadabout Ned
A young woman of pleasantly atfell 111 ten days ago. Yesterday—no, the
uvz
;ca
ctfauis;
thereby make a decision and abide by it. tractive appearance, but laboring un- day before—she died, leaving no word Girard suddenly found himself called
I do not hesitate to ask you to become
der controlled yet very apiarent ex- behind as to the child—little Johnny.
upon to extricate a valuable property
my cherished and welcome companion.
citement. stood without.
"Under her pillow I found a small from ruin. Many a man has been deTea will not lose by it. let me assure
"Mrs. Ware, do excuse me for compocket book containing 21 cents and a veloped by such a situation, and young
you. and at the expiration of this time—
that is, at the end of my holiday, we can
ing to you. but I've Just got word on raarrtage certificate dated five years Girard had in him the makings of a
make some decision regarding the future
the telephone of a big fire downtown,
back giving the names Mary Stevens successful man. Realizing that he hail
Am I too blunt, too frank with you.
close to our settlement bouse, and I and John Smith of Chicago. Not Tery suddenly lieen ptuuged Into a great redear Katharine?
much to go on. eh?
learn that many of our people—chilThen forgive me on the score that I am
sponsibility, he sat himself down to
trying, desj-erately. not to deceive you In
dren chiefly—were caught in the build“Well, Mamma Davinskl. our stout think what he should do.
You and I have been good
any particular.
friend
in
there, beard the child crying,
There are persons who have the facing and seriously burned or hurt. This
friends—we know each other.
went down and. learning somehow the
means a great deal of work for those
ulty of diving Into questions and takOf you. Katharine. I am very, very
who can come. Yon spoke the other state of things, gathered up the kid ing out the meat while others are lookfond: you know how congenial are our
tastes: you know that no wish of yours
day as though you were interested In and brought him along with her, quite ing for It In the sulistances which conwill be left ungratlfied while you are unas
a
matter of course, although It
the work down there, so I've come to
tain It. Where was the kernel of the
der my protection. That. In so far as I am
would appear that the Lavlnskl domi
see If you will go with me tonight.
nut In thLs Instance?
One-half of It
able. I will guard you from every disadie was somewhat overcrowded and was In himself, the half owner with
There will be so much to do and so
greeable or unpleasant thing.
know
You
me to be a man of my word,
underfed without adding another to Its his mother. What constituted the othfew to do it.
Won't you come. Mrs.
apfl these things I promise you!
numbers.
But that Is the grandest er half?
Ware? You are so capable, I know,
Tlie guardian uncle?
Neil
will you come?
and you could help so much."
thing of poverty—the solidarity—the looked beyond him and straight at
If so, telegraph me at the Royal not
later than 11 ocfock tomorrow morning, t
For a moment Katharine quite ln- brotherhood of man—existing among this minor daughter heir. Mrs. Girard
as I shall have many things to attend to.
tended~?o decline. She would be very the very poor.
had desorltied her as a schoolgirl, sevThe Nomadic sails at noon on Wednesday,
"But there!
I'm riding my hobby enteen years old. She was helng edubusy herself this night. Then someremember
Ever devotedly yours,
DAVENPORT.
thing Li the girl's nxlous, quivering again, and you are nearly worn out cated abroad, and at the time of her
Mrs. Ware."
father’s death was at school at GeneKatharine Ware laid the balky epistle face made her hesitate.
She had heard many tfmes of this ra. Switzerland.
“Please." the girl murmured.
In her lap.
When Neil began to study the prob“Very well. Miss Porter, I'll get young fellow, rabid Socialist and
Crossing her long arms back of her
shapely head, she fixed her eyes on the ready at once.” Mrs. Ware said, her earnest settlement worker, who was lem before him he was packing to regiving himself so unsparingly to the turn to America. When he flnLshed
Iridescent, beaded fringe of the bronze decision Instantly made.
A quarter of an hour later the two
cause he had espoused.
his dellberntnns be was [lacking to go
lamp on the center table before her and
“Dr. Brun.” she continued, "I want
to Geneva, his object helng to get confell Into a deep study. Ever since the bad started on their way across town.
•
••••••
to take Johnny—Johnny Smith—home
trol of his business iiartlier. That Is to
arrival that morning of the letter from
with me for u few days. I»n you think say. he aimed to get such an Influence
Bichard Oavenport the woman bad
It was 4 o'clock In tbe morning.
It will be all right? They are so upset over her as would enable him to clrthought of nothing else, and now at
The dull, gray light was just beginevening she was still thrashing oat the ning to creep through the dirty win- In there with Hu e so t!l (she must- ciimve- t her guardian nude and the e
question: Should she? Should sue not? dow of the small room on the top floor really go t » the luwpital. m>u knowi by save the Gtrard-Hawklns company
from wreck.
that I tlilak It would be best."
Occasionally she would recur to dif- of a tenement house on the east side.
“I don't see any objection to that,"
Ned. on his nrrival at Geneva, made
ferent portions of his letter, vainly tryThis was the third place Katharine
Dr. Brun replied thoughtfully.
"It’s Inquiries as to Miss Hawkins and
Ware had been to give assistance to
a
good thing—for the kid, I mean. found that sbe had received news of
the sufferers during this long, awfnl
Well. I mnst he off. Hope to see you the death of her father and was looknight
with us again In the future, Mrs. Ware
ing for an escort to return to America.
Most of those employed In the burning factory had been foreigners, with We need women like you In our bust Ned at once wrote to some American
friends of his who were nt I.uceme and
ness!"
all the average foreigner’s dread of
were about to leave for home. These
ambulances and hospitals, so It was
Katharine and Johnny were back In liersons were two maiden ladles whom
that if by their own efforts or the ashe had known since he was a boy. He
sistance of those In the throng there
the former's apartment again.
to gaze at the burning structure they
She had given her four-year-old guest asked them to stop over on their way
home at Geneva, where he would Join
could manage to crawl to their homes,
a bath In the U'g. white enameled tub.
however miserable, they did so.
and to his unbounded amusement turn- them and esi-ort them to the United
States.
It was to these unfortunates the seted tbe shower bath on his
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MOMENT XATHEKIXE
DECLINE.

tag therefrom

to

INTENDED TC

arrive at her

own

cle

cision.

Switching on all the electric lights
the dressing table. Katharine subjected her face and figure to a most
The result was only
critical survey.
partly satis lactory.
"I'm forty-five.” she muttered under
her breath, "and might pass for forty.
My figure Is still slim and rather good,
but my halr'ls commencing to show
m ar

many

gray threads, little wrinkles are

creeping around my eyes. and—altogether—I am Just a well preserved
middle aged woman who knows how to
dress and to carry herself gracefully.”
Tet Katharine Ware's position was
ne exceptional one—better, far better,
in fact, than that of thousands of other
She had
women In f leir widowhood.
married when a girl of less than twenty a man who, while brilliantly edu
cated, was it that time comparatively
poor. She had seen him rise to a position of mach wealth and influence and
to become a power In the

political

tlement workers were giving succor In
whatever way they could.
Katharine, wearied almost beyond
endurance, was seated near the open
window with a child hugged to her
breast. He was asleep, his blue eyes
dosed and his fair, softly curling hair
falling back from his forehead. One
little, moist hand lay nestled against
Katharine's neck.
The woman’s arm was numb and
strained from the weight of the sleep
1
lug child, but she would not have lain
; him down Just then for worlds. She
! was gazing raptly down at the little
face—surely there had never been such
a resemblance before!
1 The child seemed a veritable reincar! nation of her own dead darling—the
eyes, the hair, the very shape of the
bead! How could it be? And how came
this fair, beautiful child to be among
those swarthy faced Russian Jews, one
»f whom, a young girl of about sixteen. had been badly injured by leaping from a fire escape?
She had been picked up by some one
and carried to this room, which represented the home of a family of five,
exclusive of this child, whom Katharine had observed crying softly by
himself in a corner, after she had done
what she could to alleviate the sufferings of the young girl.
The patient, moaning softly occasionally, was otherwise resting quietly. So
Katharine had taken the little boy In
her arms and hushed him to sleep.
“Muvver.” he had muttered sleepily
once, cuddling closer in the arms in-

little l ack and legs.
Katharine, after her own hath, had
Flipped into a silk negligee and was
preparing to lie down also when he:
eyes f 11 on the letter lying In her
bureau drawer, which she had received
icould It l*e?) only yesterday morning!
She took It up with a strange feeling of aloofness upon her. Then she
giant ed nt her little French timepiece
Only 10 o'clock!
She still could telegraph Davenport
that she would go with him. but—
<oulj she?
Some change was working In her.
she had a different viewpoint oq life
than had ever been hers before.
There was work to he done In the
world—good work for men and women
to do. Even she could have her share
End do it well!
Then there was her baby!
J ust then a voice called out, "I wants

j
|

Hi!
A

squirming

world.

a

jink, iteese!"

With n little hysterical laugh. Kath
urine hurried to fulfill this request. As
she returned to the room she was
struck by tbe change in her apartment.
It didn't seem lonely any more with
that little bundle of cheap clothes and
those tiny, worn shoes on the chair!
Already she was planning the pretty
clothes
she
Intended
to
buy for

Johnny.
Once again her eyes fell on Davenport's letter. Swiftly she went to her
desk, seated herself and wrote rapidly
for a moment
Rising, she went to the telephone
and rang for a Western Union messenAs she waited she reread
ger boy.
what she had written: It was address
ed to Richard Davenport:

folding him.
“Who can he be. the blessed lambT*
Katharine had thought as she gathered
him closer to her heart. "He certainly
doesn’t belong to these people.”
At 6 o’clock a step sounded on the

Letter

received

and

grateful, but cannot go.
ness her*. Best wishes.
I

understood.
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and his company. they did as he desired. When they reached Geneva he
told them he had heard that a young
girl, an orphan, who had Just lost her
father In America was anxious to find
an escort across the Atlantic.
The la
dies sent Word to the school where
Miss Hawkins was. stating what they
had heard and offering to take her under thetr care. The offer was accepted,
and Ned fel* that l:e had made a be-

ginning.
Now. these ladies had engaged pasthat was to sail from
Naples. Therefore Miss Hawkins, to
•'.‘all her.ielf of their care, must also
sail frian Naples.
It mattered not to
her what poll she sailed from, and the
party. NmJ Included, left Geneva for
Naples via Milan. Florence and Iiome.
Ned knew that the vessel on which
they had enraged passage would not
sail for several weeks, which the ladles would put in between Florence
and Home. His advantages were thug
trebled as to the time he would spend
traveling with Miss Hawkins, but far
more than trebled In another respect.
The young lady might be confined to
her room by seasickness on the voyage,
while on laud this was not to be expected. and a couple with nothing to
do but to see sights arc In a fair way
to fall each under the other's Influsage

on a

steamer

ence.

The partnership between the late Mr.
Girard and Mr. Haw kins was purely a
matter of business, and their families
had not met. Indeed, there was only
one person In Mr. Hawkins' family, his
daughter, whom he had left abroad
when she was twelve fears old. She
knew nothing about his business affairs. not even that he was part owner of the Glrard-Hawklns company.

COUNTY

Therefore when Ned Girard waa Introduced to ber he was simply Mr.
^ Girard and nothing more. He did not
enlighten her or any one else that on
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pended. Nevertheless it was
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borne from,
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I twenty-three without feeling any inweek-end gueet ol Misa Marcs
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forest in him.
Bragdoo
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visiting her
couples traveling for pleasure have grandparents, John L. DeMeyer and wife
nothing to do but enjoy each other’s so- at Eaatbrook.
ciety that conduces to their becoming
E. 9. Bowen, wife and daughter
0f
attai bed to each other. There is somePawtucket, R. I., are at their summer
thing In the novelties they see togeth- camp at Donnell’s pond.
Tills
er that adds t>> the enthrallment.
Mrs. Frank Burnell and daughter
Hattie
The enis especially true of Italy.
of Qlenn, N. H., are guests of her
! chantment that prevails in the medleHanscom.
Percy
val city of Florence Is enough to bring
Mies 9. C. Veaiie. who visited Mrs.
about a love affair between a Cyclops
L.T
Then- Is tin* river j Bunker and Mias Leavitt, returned to
and a Medusa.
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Arno that runs through it. the bridges.
Cecil Bailer, who, with his
Including that antique structure, the
family, bts
I’onte Vecchio, and the historic nsso- spent the summer here, has returned
to
i clarions, all inclosed within a circle of Plainfield, Conn., wtere he teethes.
beautiful hills which look as if they
j
George Phillips and family, of Concord
| had been retouched by a divine paint- N. H., have visited his parents. Robert
er with higher colors than nature Is
Phillips and wife, returning home Satur-
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And Rome! Girard, who hnd been
Rev. B. H. Johnson, of
Ellsworth, has
there liefore and was well versed in
been bolding meetings in the
Baptist
Its historic lore, took the girl to the
church
every
Tuesday evening.
! lincian hill and showed her the panoThese
services will be continued for some
time.
rama of the city, the old Campus MarA subscription paper ia in circulation
for
tins, the tomb of Hadrian, colossal St
the support of a minister on the held.
Peter’s, flanked by tbe long hill range,
*•
SeptB.
He may have bad
the Janlculum.
__
business in mind, but his tongue told
StRKY
of the building of the Eternal City.
Then he took her to the Forum. th“ I Miss Lizzie Gray baa gone to Corinth to
Coliseum, the baths of Caracalla. and j tescb.
all the while lie made those structures
Winnie Mae Moon is
visiting Helen
live again with a people of 2.000 years Crocker.
■gone.

There was time before sailing from
Naples to visit Pompeii, where not far
distant a light smoke was curling from
|! the mountain that had poured forth
fire and smoke, followed by the white
ashes which had burled the city, to tie
forgotten for eighteen centuries. At
Sorrento there were the ever changing
colors of the boy of Naples spread out
several hundred feet below them, in
tile quiet of an orange grove Girard
told the little girl his "story." Naturally she listened to it with rapture.
The ocean voyage over, the party separated at the dock nt New York. Girard did not toll his fiancee of the business
relationship existing between
them.’ lie did not care to run any un
necessary risk. They would be brought
together in n business way soon enough,
and then th# struggle for mastery between her lover and her guardian would
commence.
Girard told her that he
lived In the same location as herself,
but nothing more.
"Goodby for the present." he said at
leaving her. “In a few days I will be
with you again."
Gerard on reaching home sought the
guardian of the half Interest In the
Gerard-Ha wkli* company at his office and In an Interview flatly declared
that tie would not consent to the gentleman assuming control of the enter-

prise.
"Very well."

the reply. “I will
any one else than myself assuming the control."
“You are not the owner of the property. You are merely the guardian of
a part owner.
She may not assent to
If she represents to the
your claim.
chancery .court that she believes your
management will wreck her property
she will tie protected."
“My ward has every confidence In
me."
was

not consent to

Mrs. Lillian Dority
Fannie Allen.

is

visiting

Miss

Mrs. Emetine Jarvis went to Bar Harbor

Tborsday.

Kutb Swett came borne from Machiasport this week.
Paul Curtis and Herbert Treworgy are
in town for a lew days.
Arcbie Grant and wife and his wife's
brother are vistiing bis mother. Mrs J.
Jellison.
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Gilpatrick has gone to NorthHarbor to viait relatives nefore returning to bis borne in New Haven, Conn.
Edward

east

Miae Velma Y onng, ot Brookline. Miss.,
is

visiting

here.

Mrs. A. L. Holt is at ber old borne here.
Mrs. Isabel Austin and familvjbavegone
to Waterville for tbe winter.

|

George H. Coggins and daughter. Mrs.
James Tweedie, and family spent several
days last week at Soutbweat HarDor.

I

School begins Sept. 5, taught by Miss
Rogers, of Frankfort.
Y
Sept. 4.
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Mr. and Mr*. H. I. Thomsen are entertaining Mina Winifred Arnold, of Rochester, N. Y., the author of “Mr-? Bassett’s Matrimonial Bureau’’ and “Little
Merry Christmms*’, and •' write.- for various magazine* and Sunday school papers.
Mias Arnold has promised, while a truest
at “Hillcroft*’, to giee a reading from her
writing*, for tbe benefit of the church.
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"So be It.” replied Gerard, risking
all on the love he had won.
“Bring
me to your ward and let her choose
If she supports you In
between us.
your claim 1 agree that you shall become president and manager of the

company."
luuiuiiuw

uiviuiug

at

lv u tiwa bw

shall be here."
Whether the strength of yonng love
for a stranger would be stronger than
reliance on an elderly man. her father’s brother, Gerard did not know,
but he did not believe that the guardian
woold not long struggle successfully
against the young love.
At the appointed hour he went to Hawkins' office. and the ward arrived a few mlnntes later.
On seeing Ned she stood
for a moment like a statue, then threw
herself into his arms.
Her guardian did not then call upon
her to choose between himself and Ned.
There had l*cen something between
these two of which be was ignorant.
Ned and his fiance left the office together und Hawkins proceeded In due
time to investigate what had happened.
But Ned was in every respect ahead of
him. The lovers had no sooner left the
office tlian Ned told his fiancee the
whole story. But this wag not necessary to win her to his pur]>oee. Love
was quite enough for that.
After an Interview between the lovers Isabel cAusented to leave everything to Ned. and he was authorized
to tell her guardian that Ned was her
duly appointed agent to carry out any
plan that he considered to be a benefit to the property. But the guardian
could not be ousted till Isabel came of
age, and that would not be for half a
year at least.
Hawkins accused Ned of dishonorable conduct, but It availed nothing. Under Instructions Isabel would consent
to nothing her uncle Insisted npon, giving noti<4 that he could do what the
law permitted him to do for six months
until she would come of age and would
receive her property.
There was no
use In Hawking
controlling the plant
for so short a time, and he gave in.
Ned Interested a man in It whose
qualifications were excellent and the
business prospered.
Ned went In at
the bottom and worked up to the top.
He la now president, and the stock of
the company la all owned ly Edward
and Isabel Hawkins Girard.

Catarrh means inflammation.

Inflammation is the stagnation
of blood—the gorging of the
circulation with impure blood.
Of course you can’t be well under
this condition. It means, headaches,

indigestion, kidney trouble, coughs,
colds, etc.
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